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ABSTRACT
The first direction-of-arrival systems were based on amplitude measurements
of signals received from a single, nonstationary antenna. Next generation sys-
tems depended on phase measurements for direction-of-arrival information.
With the advent of DSP-based direction finding, a return to amplitude-based
measurements is possible. This enables direction-of-arrival estimation using
arrays whose interelement phase difference is very small or even negligible.
Traditionally, direction-finding systems have been quite large to ensure a re-
solvable phase delay between elements. Since the direction-finding arrays
presented here are much less reliant on interelement phase delay, their foot-
prints can be dramatically reduced. Electrically small antennas have the
radiation pattern of an electric dipole, a magnetic dipole, or some superpo-
sition of the two. Orthogonally oriented electrically small antennas receive
with very distinct patterns when combined in an array, provided that the
mutual coupling is small. With six elements measuring the Cartesian com-
ponents of the electric and magnetic fields of an incident signal, it is possible
to attain complete, unambiguous direction-of-arrival and polarization infor-
mation with little to no phase difference between the elements.
Using small, co-located antenna arrays enables similar functionality to
larger sensors while maintaining a much smaller footprint. Using electrically
small antenna elements causes some limitations for these arrays when com-
pared with the vector-sensor case. This dissertation explores the tradeoffs in
performance available for small direction-finding arrays in terms of physical
array parameters such as element size, spacing, and feed parameters. Novel
approaches are explored in measuring and feeding electrically small anten-
nas, unmatched antennas, and antennas with low interelement spacing. With
such a small array, a new generation of direction-finding devices is possible.
These devices can serve a number of practical applications, including accu-
rate portable handheld or vehicle-mounted direction-of-arrival estimation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Accurate estimation of the direction-of-arrival of incoming electromagnetic
signals can be mission-critical for remote sensing and surveillance activi-
ties. Arrays designed for UHF direction-of-arrival estimation, such as the
commonly used linear arrays and Adcock arrays, are typically a few square
wavelengths in footprint due to the necessity of reliable phase measurement
and ease of design of electrically large elements. At frequencies much below
1 GHz, an array this large can be too big for even a vehicle-mounted system,
let alone a person-borne system. Vector-sensors provide a geometry poten-
tially capable of accurate DoA estimation while maintaining a compact form
factor.
Many studies have been conducted on the effects of changing various ar-
ray parameters in a direction-finding array. Chiefly, there has been interest in
the effect of background noise levels and coupling between elements. These
studies are generally interested in one of a few standard types of direction-
finding geometries. The most common geometries are the Adcock antenna,
the uniform linear array, and derivatives of these two architectures. The
prime advantage of these architectures is that determination of direction of
arrival is simple. Using more sophisticated DSP-based techniques now avail-
able, these types of systems may no longer be the best candidates. Adcock
antennas and linear arrays rely heavily on differential phase delay of signals
between elements for direction of arrival estimation. DSP-based algorithms
can make use of both magnitude and phase information. By leveraging mag-
nitude more than phase and carefully selecting element radiation patterns,
the requirements for total array size can be greatly reduced. A number of
factors complicate the design of small direction-finding arrays. Due to their
small size and close spacing, several factors including common mode reception
from the cable, high element reactance, and low efficiency can degrade the
quality and repeatability of direction-of-arrival estimation using this method-
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Figure 1.1: The interaural level difference for human hearing, reproduced
from [1]
ology. The present work examines limitations and trade offs in the design of
direction-finding arrays with very small footprints based on physical array
parameters.
1.1 Biologically Inspired Direction of Arrival Systems
A large portion of the recent work in compact direction-finding systems is
biologically inspired. The prime motivator is animal hearing. The human
ears are spaced roughly 6 inches apart, yet they are capable of identifying the
direction of sounds with a resolution of a few degrees at very low frequencies.
Signals as low as 200 Hz, when the ears are about one-tenth of a wavelength
apart, can be accurately located. This is primarily due to two mechanisms
[1]. The first is the time delay (referred to as interaural time delay or ITD)
and the second is the magnitude difference (referred to as interaural level
difference or ILD). The ILD for the human head is shown in Figure 1.1.
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(a) The Ormia Ochracea fly is very small (b) The Ormia Ochracea’s mechanically
coupled ears [2]
Figure 1.2: The Ormia Ochracea fly
Both ITD and ILD are enhanced by the shape of the ears and the magni-
tude loss of the head. The ears are nonlinear receptors with internal feedback
for level correction. The human brain can process all this information and
give instant feedback with an estimation of direction of arrival.
Another very interesting example of direction finding in nature is the
Ormia Ochracea. The Ormia Ochracea, shown in Figure 1.2(a), is a para-
sitoid fly indigenous to the southern United States and Mexico. The fly is
a parasitoid of field crickets. Male crickets are used as hosts for the Ormia
Ochracea’s larvae, which the fly locates the crickets via acoustic direction
finding of the cricket’s mating call. It was discovered in 1975 [3] that the
female fly can successfully locate the cricket despite that fact that at the
4.8 kHz of the cricket’s mating call, the female’s ears are spaced by only
two percent of a wavelength! This phenomenon was later studied in detail
[2]. It was found that the Ormia Ochracea’s ears are not discrete receivers.
The tympanic membranes of each of the fly’s ears are connected, providing
a forced coupling mechanism. The mechanical model for this mechanism is
shown in Figure 1.2(b). This mechanism provides a much greater effective
phase difference between the two ears than the uncoupled case at the fre-
quency of the cricket’s call. The added phase delay leads to dramatically
increased direction-finding capability.
3
Figure 1.3: Typical vector sensor layout
1.2 Previous Work in This Area
Several electrically small [4, 5], vector sensor [6, 7, 8, 9] and co-located [10, 11,
12, 13] direction-finding systems have been reported. Most of these papers
are written from a strictly signal-processing perspective. The few papers
which present measurements are focused on mainly phase-based direction
finding, so they are only tangentially related to the present work.
1.2.1 Vector Sensors
Past work has dealt extensively with theoretical vector sensors [6, 7, 8, 9].
These vector sensors are ideal elements that give exact measurements of the
electric and magnetic field components, ~E and ~H. Obviously, no sensor
will give that kind of performance. The vector sensor literature leads to
several interesting conclusions. First, for full three-dimensional, arbitrary
polarization direction finding, six elements are required as shown in Figure
1.3. These correspond to three electric field components and three magnetic
field components. With an ideal six-element vector sensor, up to two signals
can be resolved unambiguously from any angle of arrival and any polarization.
This research on vector sensors also describes specialized variants of MuSiC,
ESPRIT, and other direction finding algorithms in the context of vector
sensors. There have been several attempts, one of which from [14] is shown
4
Figure 1.4: Distributed vector sensor [14]
in Figure 1.4, to create and measure vector sensors. Generally these arrays
are not vector sensors by definition since they are not co-located – they are
discrete antennas.
The general findings from these vector sensors are quite useful to the
present work as they verify that phase information is not strictly necessary
for accurate direction finding. The goal of this dissertation is to design and
test practical co-located direction-finding arrays and to quantify the practical
limitations to direction finding based on physical array parameters.
1.2.2 Adcock Antennas
The Adcock antenna [15], shown in Figure 1.5, is perhaps the most ubiq-
uitous direction-finding antenna. The concepts established by the Adcock
antenna are the basis for modern direction finding. The Adcock is a deriva-
tive of orthogonally crossed loop systems which were popular prior to the
introduction of the Adcock antenna. The major benefit of Adcock antennas
over crossed loops is that crossed loops are susceptible to receiving unwanted,
horizontally-polarized atmospheric noise [16]. The significant change from a
system of two orthogonally crossed loops to the Adcock antenna is the re-
moval of the top segment of the loop. The resultant system is comprised
of four quarter-wavelength monopoles, in two sets, with each pair connected
180◦ out of phase. These two pairs are commonly oriented so that one pair
corresponds to east-west and one corresponds to north-south. Measurements
5
(a) Adcock antenna diagram
from Adcock’s patent [15]
(b) A Japanese Adcock antenna from
1944
Figure 1.5: The Adcock antenna
from an Adcock antenna consist of two voltage measurements: one between
the north-south antennas and one between the east-west antennas. Since the
responses from the antennas are measured out of phase, the magnitude of
this voltage is a measure of the phase between the antenna pair, which can be
used to indicate direction of arrival. The Adcock is especially important for
being the first antenna specifically designed for direction finding and leading
to some of the first practical direction-finding systems.
1.2.3 Electrically Small Direction of Arrival Array
Other related research of interest proposes the use of electrically small dipole
elements that are closely spaced in a linear-phased-array configuration for
direction finding [4, 5]. This research is interesting because it is approached
as a hardware problem.
In this case, the direction-of-arrival calculation assumes detection of the
signal in the azimuthal plane (perpendicular to the orientation of the dipoles)
as well as polarization coherence of the antenna elements. Simulations of a
uniform linear array of λ
10
dipoles, as shown in Figure 1.6, are used to assess
the effects of coupling on direction-finding performance. A transformation
matrix is applied on a sector-by-sector basis to compensate for the mutual
coupling between the elements of the array as well as the effects of local
near-field scatterers. The results of this transformation are then analyzed
using the matrix pencil method to estimate direction-of-arrival in simula-
6
Figure 1.6: Uniform linear array for direction finding with mutual coupling
compensation [5]
(a) No coupling compensation (b) Coupling compensation
Figure 1.7: Simulations of three cases of direction-of-arrival estimation
using the matrix pencil method using a uniform linear dipole array with
and without coupling compensation [5]
tion. This array has a maximum dimension of 0.4λ, which is significantly
larger than used in this dissertation. It does not seek to address the prac-
tical concerns of building very small direction-of-arrival arrays. By using a
matching network that can compensate for the antenna coupling, a substan-
tial improvement in direction of arrival estimation can be attained. Three
simulations of cases demonstrating this effect are shown in this Figure 1.7.
In each case, the antenna is matched to be resonant. Figure 1.7(a) does not
include compensation for mutual coupling. Figure 1.7(b) includes compen-
sation for mutual coupling. Case II-A corresponds to λ
2
dipoles at λ
2
spacing.
Case II-B corresponds to λ
10
dipoles at λ
10
spacing. Case II-C corresponds to
7
Figure 1.8: A lossy medium between two short dipoles [17]
λ
10
dipoles at λ
2
spacing. The only case that is significantly affected by this
change in impedance matching is array B. In this case the mutual coupling
is the strongest. These results are interesting but only partially useful to our
work. They show that proper matching to mitigate mutual coupling may
help with direction-of-arrival estimation in heavily coupled cases. However,
the performance gain is small, the realized matching network necessary for
this design is complex, and the focus of our work is not on complex match-
ing networks. The interest is in novel array design for very small footprint
direction-finding platforms.
1.2.4 Forced Interelement Coupling Systems
Several papers present systems inspired by the human ear’s direction-finding
capability and that of the Ormia Ochracea. The first [17] simulates a lossy
medium between two λ
4
monopoles, as shown in Figure 1.8. These monopoles
are spaced more than λ
2
from each other.
The lossy medium between the sensors is meant to recreate in an elec-
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Figure 1.9: A lossy medium between two short dipoles with the MuSiC
algorithm [17]
tromagnetic sensor the direction-of-arrival estimation enhancement effect the
human head provides. Xin and Ding show, using the MuSiC algorithm, that
a moderate increase in direction-finding resolution is possible with the inclu-
sion of this added phase and magnitude perturbation, as shown in Figure
1.9.
Another example of controlled coupling for direction-of-arrival estimation
enhancement [18] attempts to mimic the interelement coupling of the Ormia
Ochracea’s ears as a lumped circuit, as shown in Figure 1.10(a). The antenna
array is simply two monopoles, spaced by 0.05λ at the design frequency of
300 MHz. A fabricated version of this system is shown in Figure 1.10(b).
The authors use a figure of merit called sensitivity factor (SF) given by
SF (θ) = 10 log
(
|y1 + y2|2
|y2|2
)
, (1.1)
where y1 and y2 correspond to the outputs of the coupling network to the
ports. This system is based on measuring the differential response of the
antennas. The main goal of the coupling network is to amplify the phase
9
(a) Circuit Model (b) Fabricated Model
Figure 1.10: Coupling network for two small monopoles based on the Ormia
Ochracea’s ears [18]
Figure 1.11: Phase enhancement (left) and sensitivity factor (right) of the
system due to phase enhancement from the coupling network [18]
difference between the elements as shown in Figure 1.11.
The network is tuned so that the phase difference spans a much larger
range than the phase difference provided by the physical spacing. This spac-
ing results in an enhanced dynamic range in the sensitivity factor, which
should correspond to enhanced direction-of-arrival estimation capability. The
measured results in this paper are questionable since they match very closely
to simulation even using a very small ground plane. These papers all present
direction-finding arrays based on phase measurements. Their methods to
enhance the phase delay between elements are a fundamentally different ap-
proach than that used in this dissertation.
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Figure 1.12: The Giselle direction-finding array
1.2.5 Giselle (GSL)
The Giselle or ground-symmetric loop (GSL) array [19] is a three-element
array consisting of mutually orthogonal electrically large, square self-resonant
loops. A photo of the fabricated Giselle array is shown in Figure 1.12.
The Giselle elements are two-turn loops. By introducing a cross-connection
at the point opposite the feed as shown in Figure 1.13, the element can
maintain current symmetry. The cross-connection results in radiation pat-
terns whose nulls don’t move as a function of frequency, as demonstrated in
Figure 1.14. This is necessary for electrically large loop elements. Without
the cross-connection, the nulls of an electrically large loop move due to the
current distribution changing as a function of frequency.
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Figure 1.13: The cross-connected loop used in the Giselle array
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Figure 1.14: Angular sensitivity pattern of the Giselle array as a function of
frequency, swept from 3 to 30 MHz (simulated)
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Figure 1.15: Eight-element heterogeneous loop array
1.2.6 Eight-element Loop Array
Another example of a crossed loop array for direction finding [11] has ex-
perimentally demonstrated direction finding for HF signals in the 3 to 30
MHz range. The co-located array in this paper consists of eight antennas in
a minimum of 1.8 m diameter circle shown in Figure 1.15. Here, the loops
are electrically small at the frequencies of interest, and the total array is
less than 10% of a wavelength at the test frequency and electrically smallest
case. Erhel et al. rely on diversity from having many array elements. They
demonstrate azimuthal as well as elevation direction finding, although the az-
imuthal accuracy is much greater than the elevation accuracy. At the lowest
frequency, the accuracy of this array is greatly reduced to around 15◦. Er-
hel et al. demonstrate some of the advantages of using a nonheterogeneous
array for direction finding, as they leverage the diverse radiation patterns
of identical elements rotated to different directions. They also take advan-
tage of the resolution benefit of adding many redundant elements for added
direction-finding information.
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1.2.7 Spherical Wave Crame´r-Rao Bound Analysis
Other research has attempted to bound the accuracy possible from small
direction-finding arrays. Nordebo et al. [20] present a very elegant set of
limitations in terms of the Crame´r-Rao bound based on electrical size. These
limitations are calculated by assuming a fixed noise power at the output and
assuming that the signal power received is proportional to antenna’s trans-
mission factor, calculated by the antenna’s Q. The minimum Q is calculated
using the ka of the bounding sphere. This analysis is correct under the as-
sumption of an internally-noise-limited system, where the receiver chain is
the primary source of noise. In many situations, the receiver system will be
externally-noise-limited, where the external noise environment is the primary
source of noise. In the externally-noise-limited case, a change in impedance
match has little effect on the measured SNR.
1.3 Contribution of the Present Work
This dissertation opens the door to a new generation of direction-finding
systems. Previously, virtually all direction-finding systems were based on
one of two well-known architectures. Either they were simply uniform lin-
ear arrays (in one or two directions) or they were Adcock antennas. Due
to the greater signal processing power available today, geometries such as
these, whose prime advantage over other architectures is their simplicity in
analysis, may no longer be ideal candidates for direction-finding arrays. This
dissertation examines very small array architectures with closely spaced and
co-located elements. These arrays leverage the interelement phase to a much
lesser degree than past arrays and rely more on relative measured amplitude
levels. A number of physical antenna phenomena relate directly to direction-
finding performance. These limitations on performance of very small and
co-located direction-finding arrays are examined with regard to actual an-
tenna element parameters. Effects of coupling, antenna size, impedance,
radiation pattern, and feed structure are all examined to determine their ef-
fects on direction-finding performance, and to establish a definitive physical
limit relating array size to direction-finding capability.
Much of this dissertation revolves around three-element direction-finding
arrays. For reception of vertically polarized signals in the azimuthal, this
15
methodology requires two loops positioned orthogonally and a vertically-
oriented electrically small dipole, shown in Figure 1.16. Instead of only
Figure 1.16: Antenna array consisting of three elements, from left to right:
loop #1 (endfire), dipole, loop #2 (broadside)
phase information, this array system uses relative received power magnitude
between elements as the primary metric for direction-of-arrival estimation.
Due to the fact that even very small antennas receive with some directional-
ity, they can be arranged in such a way that the diversity of their radiation
patterns allows for unambiguous direction-of-arrival information.
Baluns, as pictured in the array of Figure 1.16, are necessary as common
mode chokes. If the common mode current on the cable was not choked, the
current induced on the outer jacket of the cable would contribute to the re-
ceived signal. This common-mode reception effectively distorts the antenna
radiation patterns. In a amplitude-based direction-finding application, as in
this dissertation, such distortion is detrimental to direction-finding capabil-
ity. The type of balun pictured in Figure 1.16 can only adequately choke
16
the common mode current present on the cable over a narrow bandwidth.
Outside this bandwidth, the common mode current is received through the
coaxial cable, which can significantly distort the reception from the array,
resulting in direction-of-arrival errors.
1.4 Overview
Limitations on electrically small direction-finding arrays are approached in
this dissertation from several perspectives. Chapter 2 details some limita-
tions of electrically small antennas in amplitude-based arrays. Additionally,
the necessity and fundamentals of baluns are presented. The common mode
current reception from the cable and limits on choking impedance are ana-
lyzed in terms of the common mode rejection ratio. Chapter 3 is an overview
of the signal processing and statistical calculations used in the present work.
It begins by introducing the basic array model used in Section 3.1 and con-
tinues with an overview of ambiguity and the Crame´r-Rao bound. This is
done to establish a framework to assess and compare the direction-finding
capability of various arrays. The Crame´r-Rao bound is used as a metric
for direction-finding capability for much of this dissertation. The remaining
chapters examine the effects of antenna and array parameters in terms of the
metrics discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 establishes a more robust receive
signal and noise model for this type of array to establish how array parameters
affect direction-finding capability. Section 4.2 presents examples of different
arrays with different element parameters, and Section 4.3 shows how these
parameter changes affect direction finding in terms of the Crame`r-Rao bound.
Chapter 5 presents measurements of a preliminary array design. Section 5.1
describes the antenna array configuration, including analysis of the effects
of mutual coupling on the antenna patterns. Section 5.1.1 describes the ar-
rangement of the receiver and software system. Section 5.1.2 presents the
direction-finding algorithm and associated calibration procedure. In Section
5.2, calibration measurements are taken using a narrowband source within
an electromagnetic anechoic chamber. The calibration was recorded at five-
degree increments and interpolated down to 1◦ using a Fourier-series tech-
nique [21]. In Section 5.3, post-calibration measurements were collected and
used to produce real-time estimates of the source direction-of-arrival. The
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results are accurate within 6◦ for incident signals anywhere in the azimuth.
For 65 of 72 measurement points (90% of the angular range), the accuracy
was within 3◦. Chapter 6 presents planar arrays and examines an alternative
method of choking the electrically small antennas used for direction-finding.
In this chapter, the antennas are fed directly by high-CMRR amplifiers. In
receive arrays such as these, direct feeding by differential amplifiers allows for
only the differential antenna mode to be measured at the receiver. Chapter
7 summarizes this dissertation and gives a roadmap of future work in this
project.
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CHAPTER 2
ELECTRICALLY SMALL ANTENNAS AND
BALUNS
This chapter presents background information on electrically small antennas
in general. These elements present a number of interesting characteristics
when used for direction finding applications. This dissertation is based on
measurements of small antennas, so understanding the effects of antenna
size on antenna measurement is paramount to accurate direction-of-arrival
estimation.
2.1 Limitations of Electrically Small Antennas
Electrically small antennas behave differently than their larger counterparts
in a number of ways. Electrically small antennas are defined by the radius of
the smallest sphere which can contain them, shown in Figure 2.1. Typically
antennas are classified as electrically small if a ≤ λ
2pi
(ka ≤ 1). This disserta-
tion is primarily grounded in upper VHF and lower UHF frequency ranges
(300 MHz - 500 MHz). At these frequencies, antennas whose largest dimen-
sion is smaller than 10 cm are electrically small.
The most significant limitation of electrically small antennas was demon-
strated by Wheeler, Chu, and McLean [22, 23, 24]. They showed that the
Figure 2.1: Size of an electrically small antenna
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quality factor, Q, of an antenna is limited by
Q ≥ 1
ka
+
1
k3a3
. (2.1)
Q is an important factor for these antennas, mainly because
BW ∝ 1
Q
(2.2)
for singly resonant antennas. This limitation is on the matched bandwidth
of electrically small antennas, which is fundamentally small. This limit is im-
portant in this type of array primarily because it restricts the bandwidth over
which the antenna impedance is small enough that the choke can adequately
suppress common mode current on the cable.
Unlike the limitation on bandwidth, which monotonically decreases as
the antenna becomes smaller, the directivity of electrically small antennas
saturates to 1.761 dBi [25]. Their radiation patterns are typically similar to
dipoles, monopoles, or loops. Due to their small size, it is not possible to
have a radiation pattern with more complex distinguishing features than one
or two nulls.
2.2 Electrically Small Antennas in Direction Finding
The size of the antenna is important in direction finding applications. A
smaller antenna affects the quality of direction finding capability in several
ways. First, since the match is usually worse and antenna efficiency is lower
than larger antennas, less signal power is received. Second, since the ohmic
resistance of the antenna represents a greater portion of the total resistance
of the antenna, the physical temperature represents a higher fraction of the
effective noise temperature of the antenna. Both of these effects serve to
lower the SNR of the received signal. In the case of direction finding, a limit
on SNR is equivalent to a limit on resolution at a given range.
When electrically small antenna elements are used as measurement de-
vices, it is imperative to isolate the reception due to the element from that
of the feed cable. This is especially true in systems measuring relative am-
plitude between elements. Reliable radiation patterns cannot be attained if
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Figure 2.2: Cross section of a folded sleeve balun-choke used to reduce the
common mode current, Ic
common mode current is allowed to contribute to the measurement. A choke
is necessary to minimize the common mode current. When common mode
current is not choked, the cable can dominate the reception. This causes
unreliable results and ambiguities.
Typically in small antenna testing, a balun-choke is required to reduce
the common mode current,
Ic = I1 − I2, (2.3)
on the feed cables and to balance the antenna current [26, 27], as shown in
Figure 2.2. Unrestricted current on the cable leads to two serious problems in
electrically small direction finding. First, in a system where the cables carry
significant currents, the system can no longer be called electrically small,
since the cables contribute to the reception. Second, and more importantly,
the cables serve to degrade the quality of the direction finding estimate. The
current on the cable is common to all elements in the array. As a result, the
radiation patterns of each element are less distinct.
Ferrite core baluns are frequently used at lower frequencies due to their
compact size, simplicity, and adequate choking capability for many appli-
cations. However, this system is based on high-reactance electrically small
antennas, and consistent radiation patterns are particularly important. It
has been shown [28] that reproducible radiation patterns can be difficult to
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(a) Quarter-wavelength bazooka balun (b) Folded bazooka balun
Figure 2.3: Cross-sections of the quarter-wavelength (a) and folded (b)
bazooka baluns, both used to couple signals from an unbalanced coaxial
transmission line to a balanced twin lead transmission line
achieve using ferrite chokes for very small antennas, due to the very high re-
actance of the small antennas. For a low-impedance antenna, the impedance
of a ferrite can be enough to properly choke the common mode current [29].
2.3 Bazooka Baluns
The folded bazooka balun (sleeve balun) [30, 31] is similar in geometry to the
well-known quarter-wavelength bazooka balun [25]. A frequency-specific set
of boundary conditions creates a high impedance boundary at the antenna
input terminals. The quarter-wavelength design achieves this with a quarter-
wavelength sleeve around the input cable, as shown in Figure 2.3(a). In the
folded design, the outer sleeve is folded in on itself, as shown in Figure 2.3(b),
to reduce the length of the balun and add a second frequency of operation.
When connected to an electrically small dipole antenna, a balun-choke
is very important for ensuring correct operation of the antenna. The folded
balun was simulated in Ansoft HFSS [32] with an electrically small dipole
attached. If the balun and antenna system is excited at any frequency which
is not a peak of the balun’s choke impedance, the current on the dipole is
unbalanced and the magnitude of the cable current is high, as shown in Figure
2.4(a). If the system is excited at a frequency where the choking impedance
is high, the antenna is well balanced and the cable current is low as in Figure
2.4(b).
In this direction-finding system [33], the ratio of the antenna patterns
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(a) 300 MHz, L = 0.115λ (b) 430 MHz, L = 0.1648λ
Figure 2.4: The folded bazooka balun yields unbalanced antenna current
and high cable current when the balun’s choking impedance is too low. Red
indicates high current density and blue indicates low current density.
between the elements are used to assess direction-of-arrival. Thus, precise
measurement of the radiation patterns of electrically small antennas is cru-
cial. For very high reactance antennas, this type of balun [31] typically only
suppresses the current from the cable adequately enough to preserve the
pattern over 10% bandwidth or less. Outside this range, the current on the
cable becomes the dominant receiving current. When the cable current dom-
inates, the radiation pattern of the antenna becomes distorted because the
antenna’s reception is swamped by that of the cable. This cable reception
causes antenna measurements that are not repeatable, reliable, or useful.
2.4 Common Mode Rejection Ratio
To assess the performance of the balun in choking the common mode current,
the balun-choke can be modeled as a 1:1 transformer representing the tran-
sition between the unbalanced coaxial transmission line and the twin lead
line that feeds the balanced antenna [34]. The common mode current, IC , is
presented with a choking impedance, ZC , by the balun, as shown in Figure
2.5.
By representing the antenna impedance in the even mode, where there is
a virtual ground between two halves of the impedance, and noting that the
ground at the source and between halves of the load are the same, Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.5: Circuit diagram for a common mode choke
can be rearranged to Figure 2.6.
The common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of a differentially fed device,
such as the balanced port of a balun, is defined as the ratio of the common
and differential voltage gains at the balanced feed:
CMRR =
|Ad|
|Ac| =
|V1 − V2|
|V1 + V2| . (2.4)
In the case of the circuit diagram in Figure 2.6, the CMRR can be expressed
in terms of the choking impedance and the antenna impedance by
CMRR =
∣∣∣∣1 + 4 ZcZA
∣∣∣∣ . (2.5)
Equation (2.5) implies an apparent tradeoff between choking impedance and
antenna impedance. To ensure a high CMRR, Zc  ZA.
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Figure 2.6: Redrawn circuit diagram for a common mode choke
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Figure 2.7: Balanced port measurement jig consisting of two probes fed to
the center pins of two cables with a common ground
2.5 The Differential Probe Method
To measure the CMRR of the balun chokes used here, a variation on the
differential probe method [35, 36] is employed. Because the CMRR is the
ratio of the common and differential voltage gains, by definition it is given
in terms of S-parameters as
CMRR =
|Sd1|
|Sc1| , (2.6)
where Sc1 and Sd1 are the so-called mixed-mode S-parameters [37] between
the coaxial port of the balun and the common and differential modes of
the balanced port, respectively. The mixed-mode S-parameters are given in
terms of the single-ended S-parameters by
Sc1 =
1√
2
(S21 + S31) (2.7)
Sd1 =
1√
2
(S21 − S31) . (2.8)
To measure these S-parameters, the balun is connected to a differential
probe jig with both probes connected to the center pins of two short sections
of coaxial cable as shown in Figure 2.7. The jig is shown attached to a
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Figure 2.8: Balanced port measurement jig attached to a folded bazooka
balun
Figure 2.9: A folded bazooka balun (bottom) and a Fair-Rite #61 material
[38] common mode choke (top)
bazooka balun in Figure 2.8.
Calculation of the CMRR requires two measurements. First, the network
analyzer is calibrated to the ends of the test cable, and then an electrical delay
is added to de-embed the measurement to the probe tips of the measurement
jig. Once de-embedded, S21 and S31 of the balun-jig system are measured
individually, with the other port terminated in a 50 Ω load. Once S21 and S31
are known, the CMRR can be calculated by equations (2.6) through (2.8).
Two chokes, both shown in Figure 2.9, were measured using this technique:
a folded bazooka balun, and a Fair-Rite #61 material balun [38] designed for
choking cables at UHF frequencies.
The measured CMRR, calculated from equation (2.5), is shown in Figure
2.10. This CMRR is normalized to an antenna impedance of 100 Ω, because
this is the characteristic impedance of the differential port, as shown in Figure
2.10. By using equation (2.5), the effective choking impedance of the choke
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Figure 2.10: Measured CMRR normalized to impedance 2Z0 = 100 Ω
can be calculated from the CMRR, assuming that the Zc  ZA. Zc is
plotted for both baluns of Figure 2.9 in Figure 2.11. Applying equation
(2.5) once more, the calculated Zc from Figure 2.11 can be used to find
the CMRR of the choke with an arbitrary load. The CMRR of each choke
normalized to a simulated λ
10
dipole impedance is plotted in Figure 2.12. In
practice, we have found robust direction finding results with CMRR ≈ 12 to
15 dB or greater. With lower values, the cable currents significantly distort
or completely swamp the antenna’s designed response. In the interest of
increasing Zc while maintaining a small choke size, measurements were taken
with two #61 ferrite chokes in series, as shown in Figure 2.13. In the two
ferrite case, the CMRR was measured for two scenarios: one where the space
between the ferrites, Dsep, was zero, and another where Dsep is 0.5 inches.
Figure 2.14 compares the CMRR of the one ferrite choke to the two cases
of the two ferrite choke. Unfortunately, adding another ferrite to the choke
did not significantly increase the CMRR measured. Therefore, when choking
antenna elements using ferrites, only one was used.
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Figure 2.11: ZC , calculated from the measured CMRR
Figure 2.12: CMRR, renormalized to the impedance of a λ
10
dipole
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Figure 2.13: A one ferrite choke and a two ferrite choke, with ferrite
spacing Dsep
Figure 2.14: CMRR of a one ferrite choke and a two ferrite choke, with
Dsep = 0 and Dsep = 0.5 in.
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(a) Magnitude (b) Phase
Figure 2.15: Absolute magnitude and phase relative to the dipole of
received signals at the three elements at 380 MHz, where the array is
sufficiently choked
2.6 Choked Array Pattern Measurement Examples
To demonstrate the effect of common mode current on the direction-of-arrival
array’s radiation patterns, the array from Figure 1.16 was measured with a
set of matched 380 MHz folded bazooka baluns to mitigate the common mode
current. The angular voltage response, measured in an anechoic chamber, is
shown at 380 MHz in Figure 2.15 and at 300 MHz in Figure 2.16. At 300
MHz, the chokes provide little common mode rejection. Ideally, the two loop
antennas exhibit orthogonal nulls in their radiation pattern. Additionally, at
each null, there should be a sharp transition in phase relative to the dipole,
corresponding to a shift between front and back reception. The 380 MHz
array response, shown in Figure 2.15(a), has both of these features. When
the elements are not properly choked, the depth of the nulls in the received
voltage magnitude of the two loop elements is greatly reduced, as shown in
Figure 2.16(a). Additionally, there is much more angular variation in the
dipole received voltage. The reduction of the nulls due to the common mode
shows that the radiation patterns of the elements are affected much more
by the common mode current than by mutual coupling between elements.
Mutual coupling effects in these electrically small arrays are minimal, due
to the low radiation resistance and high reactance of the elements. Lower
reactance elements suffer from significantly higher mutual coupling effects.
The effects of proper choking of these elements are also apparent in the
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(a) Magnitude (b) Phase
Figure 2.16: Absolute magnitude and phase relative to the dipole of
received signals at the three elements at 300 MHz, where the array is
insufficiently choked
ambiguity plots for these arrays. The peak corresponding to the correct
angle is narrower in the ambiguity plot at 300 MHz, shown in Figure 2.17.
However, away from the ideal ambiguity line, the peaks are greatly reduced
in the ambiguity plot at 380 MHz, shown in Figure 2.18, especially at the
corners corresponding to a front-to-back ambiguity between 0◦ and 180◦.
The broadening of the peak in ambiguity at 380 MHz is an effect of the
scattering from the baluns. Around -180 degrees, loop #2 has a reduction
in received voltage where ideally it would have a maximum. This causes an
increase in the ambiguity at those angles.
2.7 Summary
Simulation and testing of several baluns confirms that they are only useful
over a very narrow bandwidth, typically less than 10% of the center fre-
quency. Within this range, they are useful in suppressing cable currents and
balancing the antenna. Outside this range, they do little to suppress ca-
ble current and reception. In systems with high-reactance electrically small
antennas, a properly tuned balun is crucial for having repeatable radiation
pattern measurements, and repeatable pattern measurements are necessary
for electrically small direction-of-arrival estimation.
When the balun is inactive, the array manifold changes with a highly
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Figure 2.17: Ambiguity plot at 300 MHz
Figure 2.18: Ambiguity plot at 380 MHz
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variant and dominant common mode term, which can degrade direction-
finding performance and make the direction-of-arrival estimates unreliable.
For this reason, the usable bandwidth of this system is determined by the
range over which the choke can adequately impede the common mode current.
Due to the relationship between ZC , ZA and the CMRR, there is a tradeoff
available between ZC , ZA, and the usable bandwidth. For wider bandwidth,
either the reactance of ZA must be reduced or the choking impedance, ZC ,
must be increased so that the ratio ZC
ZA
is large for more bandwidth.
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CHAPTER 3
DIRECTION FINDING METRICS
This chapter provides an overview of the signal processing behind the di-
rection finding used in this dissertation. Section 3.1 begins with the signal
model for receiving arrays. Sections 3.2 and 3.4 discuss ambiguity and the
Crame´r-Rao bound. Ambiguity and the Crame´r-Rao bound are the two pri-
mary figures of merit for analyzing direction finding performance.
3.1 Receive Array Model
The signal model for most of modern direction finding [39] is to break down
the received signal, ~Y , into a transformation matrix, A, multiplied by the
transmitted signal, ~X, with added noise, ~W . This transformation matrix
is called the array manifold and can be thought of as a calibration matrix.
It can be measured with reference signals and then used for unknown sig-
nal measurements. The robust signal model, Equation (3.1), is as follows.
Assume a system with M sensors and D incident signals. The problem in
direction finding is to find φD, the angle of arrival of each incident signal.
For M > D, there are a number of direction finding algorithms (MuSiC is
prominently used in this dissertation) which can completely resolve the an-
gles of arrival. Estimation is done by relating a vector of measured signals,
[y1...yM ]
t, to the transmitted signals, [x1...xD]
t, by the array manifold, con-
sisting of the steering vectors, [~a(φ1)...~a(φD)]. The calibration is assumed to
be known and can be measured in a controlled environment. Additionally, a
noise vector, [w1...wM ]
t, is added.
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
y1
y2
...
yM
 =
[
~a(φ1) ~a(φ2) . . . ~a(φD)
]

x1
x2
...
xD
+

w1
w2
...
wM
 (3.1)
where
~A =

a1
a2
...
aM
 (3.2)
All antenna information is contained in the array manifold. The ambigu-
ity and Crame´r-Rao bound, discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, are very useful
mathematical tools, as they can be used to measure the resolving capability
of the array based on the array manifold.
Most of this dissertation focuses on the case of a single-polarization array
which receives a single signal from the azimuthal plane. In this case, the
signal model from Equation (3.1) reduces to y1y2
y3
 =
 a1(φ)a2(φ)
a3(φ)
x+
 w1w2
w3
 . (3.3)
3.2 Ambiguity
The ambiguity function, a measure of similarity between responses from each
direction of arrival, can be used to identify type-I ambiguities, which occur
when two potential directions-of-arrival cannot be distinguished because the
array’s response to excitation from those directions is similar. Eric, et al.
define an ambiguity function as the normed inner product of the steering
vectors from any two potentially ambiguous directions [40].
χij =
~a(φi) · ~aH(φj)
‖~a(φi)‖ · ‖~a(φj)‖ (3.4)
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(a) Ideal ambiguity (b) Ideal sinusoidal ambiguity
Figure 3.1: Ideal ambiguity plots
They demonstrate by means of an example that this function performs well in
predicting the dominant type-I ambiguities in both MuSiC and MINNORM-
based direction-finding estimators. In an array with perfect resolving capa-
bility, the ambiguity function would be one for an angle corresponding to
itself, and zero for all other angles, as shown in Figure 3.1(a).
This kind of ambiguity is unrealistic for arrays with a small number of
elements. In general, electrically small arrays give a much wider angular
rolloff in the ambiguity function due to the much smaller total phase differ-
ence across the array. An array with sinusoidal patterns, such as an ideal
three-element vector-sensor, yields a sinusoidal ambiguity. This sinusoidal
ambiguity is demonstrated with an ambiguity plot of the functions 1, sinφ,
and cosφ, shown in Figure 3.1(b).
3.3 Likelihood and Fisher Information
The likelihood function gives the probability of a given outcome based on
other observed variables [41], and is especially useful in situations where a
value is being estimated based on measurements, such as direction finding.
The likelihood function is defined as a conditional probability given by
L(φ|Y ) = P (Y |φ). (3.5)
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In the context of direction finding, the likelihood function can be used to find
the probability of a given φˆ being the correct direction of arrival, φ, based
on measurements of Y . Using the signal model given in Equation (3.2), the
likelihood function of Y in estimating φ assuming Gaussian noise is given by
L(Y ) =
(
1
piσ
)MT
e−
1
σ
∑T
t=1 [y(t)−Ax(t)]∗[y(t)−Ax(t)], (3.6)
where t is the time sample, T is the number of time samples, σ is the noise
variance, and M is the number of sensors. Fisher information is a measure
of the ability to estimate an outcome based on noisy data, defined as the
variance of the score, which is the derivative of log-likelihood. The Fisher
information can be computed as
J(φ) = E
{[
d
dφ
lnL (y(φ))
]2}
(3.7)
where ln [L (y(φ))] is called the log-likelihood function and is simply the nat-
ural log of the likelihood function.
3.4 The Crame´r-Rao Bound
The Crame´r-Rao bound (CRB) [42, 43] is the inverse of the Fisher informa-
tion, defined as the bound of the variance of an estimator in the presence of
noise. The CRB can be calculated if the likelihood and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) are known. The CRB is applied here as a measure of the effectiveness
of an array in resolving direction-of-arrival. The CRB has been shown in the
past to be a metric which is asymptotically approached by many direction-
of-arrival estimators (MuSiC, ML, MVDR, etc.) [44, 45]. Therefore, a low
CRB is indicative of precise direction finding capability for an array. The
CRB does not predict ambiguities [40], so the inherent assumption that low
CRB leads to precise direction finding assumes that the array is ambiguity
free [44, 45]. The variance of any unbiased estimator is bounded by
var(φˆ) ≥ CRB = 1
J(φ)
(3.8)
When the likelihood function for receive arrays from Equation (3.6) is
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substituted into Equations (3.7) and (3.8) [44], [46], the likelihood gives an
explicit expression for the CRB.
CRB(φ) =
σ
2
{
N∑
t=1
Re
[
X∗
dA∗
dφ
[
I − A(A∗A)−1A∗] dA
dφ
X
]}−1
(3.9)
This expression is very useful in the context of this dissertation because it
directly relates the direction finding performance to the array manifold and
SNR.
3.5 Summary
This chapter presented some of the basic signal processing background used
for the analysis of the electrically small direction finding arrays in this disser-
tation. The data model for the array in the presence of noise was presented
in Section 3.1. The ambiguity and Crame´r-Rao bound are presented as func-
tionality metrics for direction finding. These signal processing concepts are
important for assessing the capability of the direction finding array.
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CHAPTER 4
NOISE AND SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The quality factor, Q, is often assumed to be a limiting factor in direction-
of-arrival estimation using electrically small antenna elements due to the
restrictions it imposes on impedance match as discussed in Section 2.1. This
stems from the assumption of fixed received noise power. This assump-
tion holds for internally noise limited systems, but for typical UHF antenna
temperatures which are frequently on the order of a few hundred Kelvin or
higher, the system may be externally noise limited. In an externally noise
limited system, impedance match has little effect on received SNR unless
the signal level is near the minimum discernible signal of the receiver. Thus,
other non-ideal antenna properties, which significantly affect direction find-
ing performance, such as efficiency and mutual coupling, are often neglected
in modeling electrically small receive arrays.
In this section, a vector-sensor geometry consisting of orthogonal loops
and dipoles is assumed. Based on this assumption, typical values for antenna
parameters (efficiency, impedance, Q, etc.) can be used to determine bounds
on direction finding parameters (CRB, bandwidth) through robust modeling
of signal and noise of the receiving system, including antenna effects such
as mutual coupling and cross polarization reception. Several examples of
antenna size and configuration are presented to illustrate these metrics and
their effects on direction finding capability.
4.1 Signal and Noise Models
The analysis in this section is based on various vector-sensor arrays located
100 meters away from a half-wavelength source dipole transmitting -80 dBm
from an unknown direction in the azimuthal plane. The receiver chain is
assumed to have aggregate gain of 15 dB and noise figure of 4 dB. A diagram
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Figure 4.1: Receive signal diagram
of this setup is presented in Figure 4.1.
4.1.1 Noise Sources
It is important to note the dominant source of noise in each configuration of
this array, as it can impact direction finding capability differently. Two cases
are examined here: the externally noise limited case, with a sky tempera-
ture of 1000 K and the internally noise limited case with a sky temperature
of 10 K. These are roughly the temperatures in urban and rural environ-
ments respectively at 400 MHz [47]. It is assumed that the effective antenna
temperature is composed of 50% sky and 50% ground temperature (290 K)
because the radiation patterns of these are symmetric. Additionally, noise is
added from the first amplifier in the receiver chain. Here, this amplifier is
assumed to have a gain of 15 dB and a noise figure of 4 dB.
In this dissertation, two atypical assumptions are made. First, nonzero
mutual impedance is assumed between antenna elements. Due to the close
spacing in these arrays, coupling tends to be high, and mutual resistance
often approaches the self-resistance of the elements. This coupling is notable,
because it can affect the magnitude of the array manifold. Since vector-sensor
arrays rely primarily on the magnitude of the array manifold for direction-of-
arrival information, mutual coupling can have an impact on their estimation
capability. Second, the system is not necessarily assumed to be internally
noise limited. Noise in these arrays is modeled as a combination of ambient
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noise and internal noise.
4.1.2 Signal and Noise Model
The receiving array signal model is given by y1y2
y3
 =
 a1(φ)a2(φ)
a3(φ)
x(φ) +
 w1w2
w3
 . (4.1)
The ~Y vector contains the set of measured voltages, ym, from each of the three
receiver chains. x is the electric field signal incident on the antennas from an
unknown direction, φ. The vector ~W contains additive noise voltages, wm,
which are modeled as Gaussian processes with mean zero and covariance
matrix Rn. The vector of angular responses of the array, ~A, containing
elements am(φ) is called the array manifold. In this model, ~A contains all
effects of the receive signal path, including antenna gain, self and mutual
impedance, efficiency, and amplifier gain. ~A can be calculated by
~A(φ) = GV,ampCcoup ~f(φ), (4.2)
where GV,amp is the voltage gain of the amplifier, ~fl(φ) is the antenna pattern,
and Ccoup is an antenna coupling matrix defined by the mutual impedance
matrix of the antennas and the load impedances defined by
Ccoup = ZL(ZLI + Zm)
−1, (4.3)
where ZL is the load impedance, Zm is the antenna array’s mutual impedance
matrix [48, 49], and I is the identity matrix. The noise in the system is
modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian process defined by its variance, σ2. Ad-
ditionally, the external noise is assumed to couple between receive elements.
This coupling complicates analysis, as coupled noise is correlated between el-
ements and can lead to a different effective output SNR than the case where
the noise on each sensor is completely uncorrelated. The noise is assumed
to be composed of half sky and half ground noise, where Tg = 290 K. This
assumption is based on all these antennas having roughly symmetric patterns
and being half directed to sky and half to ground. Noise is also generated by
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the loss resistance of each antenna [50], which contributes proportionally to
the total antenna temperature and is modeled as
Teff,m = ηmTA,m + (1− ηm)Tp, (4.4)
where TA,m is the noise in a perfectly lossless antenna, ηm is the antenna
efficiency of the mth antenna, and Tp is the physical temperature (290 K).
Total noise power from each antenna is then calculated as
RnA =
 kBTeff,1 0 00 kBTeff,2 0
0 0 kBTeff,3
 (4.5)
where the bandwidth, B, is assumed to be 10 MHz. From there, the noise
correlation matrix is calculated by using the same antenna coupling as in
Equation (4.3).
Rn = GampCcoupRnAC
H
coup +GampIσ
2
amp, (4.6)
where Gamp is the power gain of the amplifiers (since Rn is a second-order
quantity), σ2amp is the noise variance of the amplifier, and H is the conju-
gate transpose (or Hermitian) operator. In reality, σamp is dependent on the
impedance presented to the amplifier, but for this analysis it is assumed to
be fixed for simplicity. The two terms of Rn are the external and internal
noise powers. The system is said to be externally noise limited if the first
term (the antenna noise) of this equation dominates the total. Likewise, the
system is called internally noise limited if the second term (the amplifier
noise) dominates the total. The noise environment of the array is very im-
portant, because Equation (4.6) shows that impedance match and pattern
are unrelated to the external noise level. Since the impedance match and
pattern are factors in the signal response and external noise response, the
array parameters affect output SNR differently in each noise environment.
In the externally noise limited condition, antenna gain (including impedance
match) has little bearing on output SNR, but in the internally noise limited
case, SNR is nearly linearly related to antenna gain. It is important to note
that the gain of the amplifier is completely irrelevant in this analysis since
it is a common factor to each signal and noise term. As a result, it has no
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effect on the total SNR.
4.1.3 The Crame`r-Rao Bound
Closed form expressions for the CRB for direction-of-arrival estimation as-
suming Gaussian noise have been derived and are used here. In the case
neglecting noise coupling, and assuming equal noise power to each sensor,
the well-known expression [44] for the deterministic CRB is given for the
single snapshot case by:
CRB(φ) =
σ2
2
{
Re
[
xH
d ~AH
dφ
[
I− ~A( ~AH ~A)−1 ~AH
] d ~A
dφ
x
]}−1
(4.7)
However, if the noise is not uncorrelated or necessarily equal for each sensor,
it becomes [51]
CRB(φ) = Re
[
dA˜H
dφ
[
I− A˜
(
A˜HA˜
)−1
A˜H
]
dA˜
dφ
RTx
]−1
(4.8)
where
A˜ = R−1/2n ~A (4.9)
and  signifies elementwise multiplication and RX and Rn are the signal
and noise covariance matrices, respectively. For the situation corresponding
to uncoupled signal and noise matrices with equal noise power per element,
Equations (4.7) and (4.8) are equivalent.
4.2 Array Examples
This section gives examples to demonstrate how different antenna parameters
affect the response of the array in terms of the Crame´r-Rao bound. The
data for these comparisons comes from simulations of variations of a three-
element direction finding array in the HFSS integral equation solver [32]. The
examples shown are all three-element arrays consisting of two electrically
small loops and a dipole. The two loops have radius 3.2 cm (0.04λ) and
are co-located. The dipole is offset 2.5 cm from the origin and has length
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Figure 4.2: Simple, nonresonant array geometry
8 cm (0.12λ). The three different arrays are a control array made from a
simple, straight dipole and one-turn loops; a low-efficiency array, simulated
as graphite rather than copper; and a self-resonant array made from a coiled
dipole and multi-turn loops.
In the first array, all elements are made from 1 mm diameter copper wire.
These elements are all very reactive and not matched. The layout of the array
is shown in Figure 4.2. The array is simulated with low-loss copper, with
simulated dipole radiation efficiency of 93% and simulated loop radiation
efficiency of 83%. Due to its simple architecture and small size, the elements
are very reactive. Their mutual impedance matrix (in element order loop 1,
dipole, loop 2) is given by
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Figure 4.3: θ-polarized azimuthal radiation pattern (left) and received
voltage (right) of the nonresonant array, consisting of a dipole with length 8
cm and loops with radius 3.2 cm made from copper, with magnitude (top)
and phase (bottom)
Zm,nonresonant =
 4.6 + j771 0.35− j49 −0.16− j610.35− j49 1.1− j1086 0.27− j49
−0.16− j61 0.27− j49 4.6 + j771
Ω. (4.10)
The high reactance of the elements makes the coupling matrix, Ccoup,
from Equation (4.3) very nearly diagonal for this array. The array’s radia-
tion pattern and received voltage, ~Y (φ), are shown in Figure 4.3. Since the
coupling matrix is nearly diagonal, the received voltages are nearly unper-
turbed from coupling effects. Therefore, the ~Y vector closely resembles the
radiation pattern for this array, and the phase, plotted relative to the phase
of the dipole, of ~Y is not distorted.
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4.2.1 First Example: Efficiency
Low antenna efficiency can impact direction finding capability even in the
externally noise limited case. In addition to lowering the signal level received,
lowered antenna efficiency also changes the measured noise level. The change
in noise level is due to the loss in the antenna generating extra noise, while
the antenna receives less signal power because it is less efficient. The net
result is to lower the SNR. This effect is illustrated by simulations of an an-
tenna array with the same geometry as Figure 4.2, but made from graphite
(conductivity = 7× 105 S/m) rather than copper (conductivity = 5.8× 107
S/m). The lower conductivity of the graphite causes the antennas to have
very similar radiation patterns to the copper case, but with significantly re-
duced efficiency. The dipole radiation efficiency is 51% and the loop radiation
efficiency is 10%. The mutual impedance matrix (in element order loop 1,
dipole, loop 2) is given by
Zm,loweff =
 37 + j804 −1.3− j51 −5.9− j66−1.3− j51 2.3− j1083 −1.3− j51
−5.9− j66 −1.3− j51 37 + j803
Ω. (4.11)
The self-resistances of the elements are all higher than in the copper case.
The higher self-resistances improve the impedance match of the antennas,
but this is a loss resistance, not a radiation resistance. The radiation pattern
and received voltage, ~Y , are shown in Figure 4.4.
The radiation patterns of the graphite array are similar to the copper
version. The key difference is that the gain is a few dB lower, and the
received voltage is 5 to 10 dB lower, depending on the element, due to lowered
efficiency.
4.2.2 Second Example: Self-Resonant
Using a similar geometry, the elements can be made self-resonant by in-
troducing coiled dipoles and multiple-turn loops. In practice, lowering the
reactance of the elements is useful to help with common mode rejection. In
very small arrays, the low reception from the elements can be swamped by
common mode reception from currents induced on the feed cable. This effect
is especially detrimental in this application because it can alter the elements’
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Figure 4.4: θ-polarized azimuthal radiation pattern (left) and received
voltage (right) of the nonresonant array, consisting of a dipole with length 8
cm and loops with radius 3.2 cm made from graphite, with magnitude (top)
and phase (bottom)
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Figure 4.5: Self-resonant array geometry
radiation patterns, leading to inconsistent measurements. This can be mit-
igated by common mode chokes, which frequently take the form of ferrite
beads or sleeve baluns. For these chokes to be effective, the impedance of
the choke must be much higher than the impedance of the antenna element.
Reducing the reactance of the antenna elements makes implementing the
common mode choke simpler. The example low-reactance array used here is
shown in Figure 4.5.
The elements of the array were individually tuned to make them self-
resonant. The dipole is the same height, the loop is the same radius, and
the same wire is used, as in the previous array. The dipole is coiled with
helix radius 0.5 cm and pitch 0.4 cm, and the loop is coiled with pitch 0.3
cm. When placed in the array configuration, some reactance is gained due
to scattering from other the elements. The dipole radiation efficiency is 85%
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Figure 4.6: θ-polarized azimuthal radiation pattern (left) and received
voltage (right) of the resonant array, consisting of a helical dipole with
length 8 cm and four-turn loops with radius 3.2 cm made from copper, with
magnitude (top) and phase (bottom)
and the loop radiation efficiency is 77%. The total mutual impedance matrix
(in element order loop 1, dipole, loop 2) is given by
Zm,res =
 1.2− j9.2 0.01 + j3.1 −0.02 + j0.030.01 + j3.1 4.2− j39 0.02 + j2.1
−0.02 + j0.03 0.02 + j2.1 1.2− j9.4
Ω (4.12)
The radiation patterns for this array are plotted in Figure 4.6.
Additionally, the significantly lower impedance of these elements leads
to higher mutual coupling when co-located. The increased mutual coupling
causes further distortion of the array manifold. The dynamic range of the
loop elements’ magnitude response is approximately 3 dB. The decreased fi-
delity of the patterns is also apparent in the phase response of these elements.
The transition between phase levels at each null is less sharp, further reduc-
ing direction finding capability. Elements made self-resonant by coiling also
suffer from higher cross-polarization reception than their simpler, nonreso-
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nant counterparts which can be problematic for sensors receiving arbitrary
polarization.
Due to the more complex design of the loop antennas, their radiation
patterns have less dynamic range than the one-turn loops, mainly due to the
more complex structure of the antenna. Separating the elements does not
appear to have a large impact on the patterns. The increased coupling be-
tween the elements further reduces the null depth in the array manifold, also
plotted in Figure 4.6. In this array application, self-resonant elements loosen
the necessary restrictions on the common mode choke, but the added com-
plexity of the elements tends to make the radiation patterns less distinct. In
this specific array geometry, the loops’ nulls are less deep and the transitions
between phase levels are less sharp.
4.3 Direction-of-Arrival Limitations
The angular CRB was calculated for two noise environments, where Tsky =
10 K and Tsky = 1000 K. This comparison will show that it is important to
consider the noise environment in which a vector-sensor direction-of-arrival
estimation array will be operating to evaluate how the array should be de-
signed, and what its capability will be.
At very low noise temperatures, Tsky = 10 K, corresponding to the night
sky with little artificial noise. The CRB for each example is plotted in Figure
4.7. As expected, the low-efficiency antenna performs the worst, due to lower
receive power and added noise.
In this case, it is clear that greater received signal power does not neces-
sarily lead to lower variance in estimates, even in the internally noise limited
case. The performance of this array is heavily affected by the dynamic range
of the radiation patterns of the loop elements. The self-resonant case, which
has a higher SNR than the other cases, also has a decreased null depth. The
CRB of the graphite array indicates that despite its higher resistance, the
significantly lowered efficiency and added thermal noise lead to lowered sen-
sitivity. Figure 4.8 shows the CRB for each array at a sky temperature of
1000 K. At 1000 K, the performance of the nonresonant copper and graphite
arrays is only degraded by a fraction of a degree. The self-resonant array’s
performance is more significantly degraded at 1000 K, due to the fact that
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Figure 4.7: CRB for the nonresonant, nonresonant (neglecting mutual
coupling), graphite, and self-resonant arrays at Tsky = 10 K
Figure 4.8: CRB for the nonresonant, nonresonant (neglecting mutual
coupling), graphite, and self-resonant arrays at Tsky = 1000 K
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Figure 4.9: CRB of the nonresonant and self-resonant arrays, with and
without lossless matching networks
the radiation pattern of the self-resonant array has less dynamic range.
To demonstrate the effects of antenna impedance match on direction-of-
arrival calculations, the nonresonant and self-resonant arrays were simulated
with a matching network. In this set of calculations, the unmatched cases
are compared with the Hermitian matched case. The Hermitian match is
given by the condition
ZL = Z
H
A . (4.13)
The Hermitian match gives the best possible impedance match by definition,
but it can be hard or impossible to realize [52]. For this analysis, it serves
as a comparison point to the unmatched case to demonstrate the effects of
antenna matching in various noise scenarios. Figure 4.9 shows a comparison
of the average angular CRB for the two arrays with and without a Hermitian
matching network. There are two very clear asymptotes in Figure 4.9 as
the Tsky is increased. For low Tsky, the system is internally noise limited
and is nearly independent of Tsky. As Tsky increases, there is a point (near
Tsky = 1000 K for the resonant array) where the system becomes externally
noise limited, and the CRB is approximately linear with respect to Tsky.
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It is clear from Figure 4.9 that impedance matching can improve the
quality of estimates, especially in the nonresonant case. However, impedance
matching yields less improvement as the system becomes more externally
noise limited. Additionally, realizable matching networks will always add
loss, dependent on the component quality factors. This loss will lead to
reduced signal power and additional noise.
4.4 Size Sweep
Although there is no direct relation between total array size and direction
finding accuracy, some conclusions can be drawn from a simple sweep compar-
ing array size to the attained Crame´r-Rao bound. To maintain consistency
of the noise environment, the array remains internally noise limited for each
case. The nonresonant array was simulated in four configurations, where
ka = 0.1, ka = 0.2, ka = 0.3, and ka = 0.5. The cases where ka is 0.1, 0.2,
and 0.3 are more comparable than the ka = 0.5 case, because in the ka = 0.5
case, the loops are nearly one half-wavelength in circumference. This leads
to very shallow pattern nulls, as shown in the array manifolds of Figures 4.10
and 4.11.
Table 4.1: Efficiency for elements of the nonresonant array at each electrical
size
Element ka = 0.1 ka = 0.2 ka = 0.3 ka = 0.5
Dipole 0.80 0.94 0.95 0.99
Loop 0.03 0.30 0.65 0.93
Table 4.2: Self and mutual impedance for elements of the size-swept array
Element ka = 0.1 ka = 0.2 ka = 0.3 ka = 0.5
Dipole-Self .12-j3764 Ω 0.42-j1861 Ω 0.91-j1216 Ω 4.4-j640 Ω
Loop-Self 0.25+j139 Ω 0.60+j314 Ω 2.5+j606 Ω 450-j100 Ω
Dipole-Loop 0.0019-j9.5 Ω -0.011-j21 Ω 0.25-j40 Ω -26-j355 Ω
Loop-Loop -0.0047-j0.53 Ω -0.0032-j5.5 Ω -0.038-j33 Ω 125+j5053 Ω
This simple example shows the interplay between parameters. For this
example, the array with the lowest CRB is the ka = 0.2 array. When the
array size is swept, several important variables change. While the impedance
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Figure 4.10: Array manifold for the ka = 0.1 and ka = 0.2 sized arrays
Figure 4.11: Array manifold for the ka = 0.3 and ka = 0.5 sized arrays
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Figure 4.12: CRB for the four array sizes at Tsky = 10K
match and efficiency improve as the array size increases, the depth of nulls
decreases. The ka = 0.2 array has increased accuracy over the ka = 0.1 array
and ka = 0.3 array because it has higher efficiency and lower impedance
mismatch than the ka = 0.1 array, and deeper nulls than the ka = 0.3 array.
4.5 Summary
This chapter presented a robust signal model for direction finding arrays
based on antenna impedance modeling. Further, it shows that antennas in
a vector-sensor configuration in an externally noise limited environment are
limited mainly by antenna element efficiency.
The relationship between physical antenna parameters and direction-
finding performance is very complicated due to the interrelatedness of pa-
rameters. For instance, when changing the size of the antenna array, the
antenna impedance and efficiency change, but the radiation pattern changes
as well. The radiation pattern change in this parametrization is related to
but not directly linked to metrics which are crucial to attainable direction-
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finding performance (e.g. null depth and placement). Although a direct
relationship is not possible, this analysis allows a linkage between physical
antenna parameters and attainable direction-finding performance.
Impedance match is more important in the internally noise limited case
due to the small relative gain in SNR in the externally noise limited case.
This is contrary to many analyses in the literature [46, 20, 9]), which assume
that a better impedance match is always indicative of better direction-of-
arrival information, which is only true in the internally noise limited case.
When externally noise limited, the primary determining factors on direction-
of-arrival estimation capability in these arrays are the depth of the nulls
(radiation pattern diversity), position of the nulls, and the efficiency.
Impedance match is still very important in feeding these arrays, because
of their dependence on repeatable radiation pattern measurements as dis-
cussed in Section 2.6. It is very difficult to suppress common mode current
on feed cables to very poorly matched antennas. Feasible arrays based on
vector-sensor architecture necessitate a balance between low impedance for
common mode suppression and simple architecture deep nulls in the radiation
patterns.
Understanding what noise sources are relevant to the intended applica-
tion makes a large impact in how the vector-sensor array should be designed.
For a very noisy environment, the array will likely be externally noise lim-
ited regardless of the receiver backend. Therefore, matching the antennas is
unlikely to significantly increase the quality of direction-of-arrival estimates.
However, in a very low noise environment, better matching or a lower noise
receiver can help to ensure that the system is externally noise limited.
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CHAPTER 5
DIRECTION-OF-ARRIVAL
MEASUREMENTS
This chapter shows measurements of a UHF electrically small direction-
finding array at 400 to 440 MHz. The measurements are robust due to
very finely tuned balun-chokes which provide high isolation from common
mode reception. Results within 6◦ of correct were reported for the design
frequency.
5.1 Array Configuration
The array measured in this chapter consists of three electrically small an-
tennas: two square loops positioned orthogonally and a vertically-oriented
electrically-small dipole, shown in Figure 5.1. The array is designed for
direction-of-arrival estimation of vertically-polarized signals incident in the
azimuthal plane. Detection is accomplished using a topology similar to the
idealistic vector sensors discussed in [53]. This proof-of-concept array is de-
signed to detect a vertically-polarized signal traveling in the azimuth plane.
This antenna configuration positions the nulls in the co-planar radiation
pattern for each loop in the peaks of the other. In this configuration, the
ideal radiation patterns (neglecting coupling, scattering, etc.) have maxi-
mized the diversity in their directional responses. The dipole measures 10
cm (0.14λ) in length, while the loops measure 7 cm in length and width, giv-
ing the loops a maximum dimension (on the diagonal) of 10 cm. The loops
have four turns, with pitch 0.5 cm. The elements are positioned linearly in
the horizontal plane with 7 cm ( λ
10
) between each element. The triplet of re-
sponses provides a set of amplitudes for which the relative ratios are unique
within each quadrant. Element phase information (relative to the dipole)
is used to distinguish between quadrants. As the sin[φ] or cos[φ] response
of the loops transitions from positive to negative through a null, there is a
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Figure 5.1: Antenna array consisting of three elements, from left to right:
loop #1 (endfire), dipole, loop #2 (broadside)
180◦ discontinuity in phase, again, relative to the dipole. Since the antennas
are located very close to each other (only 7 cm apart), parasitic effects will
cause some distortion of the patterns. Due to the very reactive impedance of
elements in this array because of their small electrical size, parasitic effects
are also small.
For proper operation of loop and dipole antennas, the current density on
the antenna must be balanced between the two halves of the antenna. A
balun is used to connect the unbalanced coaxial cable to the balanced an-
tenna. We chose to use a folded-sleeve balun [31]. This balun was originally
intended for dual-band use, but it is used here for its smaller relative size
compared to the more traditional quarter-wavelength sleeve balun. Neglect-
ing the baluns, the largest dimension of the array is 20 cm (0.28λ). With the
addition of the baluns, the largest dimension becomes approximately 30 cm
(0.42λ).
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Figure 5.2: Receiver chain block diagram
5.1.1 Receiver Configuration
The baluns connect the antenna elements to a double-conversion superhetero-
dyne receiver using coaxial cables, choked to reduce common mode reception
among the antennas due to any additional RF pickup that may be provided
by the baluns. An overview block diagram of the receiver chain is shown
in Figure 5.2. No image-rejection filter was required during this series of
investigations because the SNR was maintained at a high level (greater than
20 dB). The first mixer shifts the 420 MHz received to an intermediate fre-
quency (IF) of 70 MHz with a bandwidth of 500 kHz provided by a surface
acoustic wave (SAW) filter. Mixing losses are compensated by an amplifier
in each channel. The signal is then mixed to a second IF output of 10.7
MHz with 300 kHz bandwidth provided by a ceramic filter. This is again
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followed by mixer-loss compensation. The IF data is fed to an NI-PCI 5105
8-channel, 60 MHz digitizer manufactured by National Instruments Corpo-
ration. Although the digitizer is capable of sampling the 10.7 MHz IF signal
without aliasing, 1 MHz undersampling of the signal folds the narrowband
10.7 MHz IF signal safely into the Nyquist bandwidth and thereby reduces
the processing requirements of the PC. The final signal appears as a narrow-
band continuous-wave signal near 300 kHz. A fast Fourier transform (FFT)
is applied to the received signal and the resulting spectral spike near 300 kHz
is selected and processed as described in the following section.
5.1.2 Signal Processing
In order to measure a baseline array manifold, calibration is performed at
small (five-degree) increments equally spaced over a full 360-degree range for
a total of 72 locations. The step size of 5◦ ensured unambiguous measure-
ments of the directional response of the array. At each calibration angle,
the signal was received, down-converted, and sampled at each of the three
antenna elements. Blocks of length N = 512 data points (5.12 milliseconds)
were sent to the FFT where the strongest frequency bin (that near 300 kHz)
provided the length-3 steering vector for that direction, ~a(φl). Interpola-
tion of the measurements to one-degree resolution was accomplished using
Fourier-series techniques, allowing the number of calibration angles to be ef-
fectively increased to L = I × 72, where I is a positive integer. I = 5 is used
in this study, thus giving us L = 360 locations and one-degree accuracy. Let
the calibration angles be represented as φi; i ∈ {0, 1, ...L − 1}. Then, the
directional responses of each antenna in the array ~a(φi); i ∈ {0, 1, ...L − 1}
are then normalized in amplitude and phase relative to the dipole channel
so that the algorithm becomes immune to the unknown level of the source
power. We will call these the “steering vectors.”
With one or more sources present, the array collects data corresponding
to noise plus a linear combination of the steering vectors corresponding to
the angle-of-arrival of those sources. Subspace methods such as MuSiC can
distinguish M−1 sources, where M is the number of array elements [39]. For
this proof of concept, only one transmitter is used. The frequency-domain
direction-finding algorithm operates on the discrete Fourier transform of this
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sampled data within the bandwidth of interest to determine the most likely
angles-of-arrival. For narrow-band operation, only the DFT value of the
strongest discrete spectral component is utilized. This DFT value from the
kˆth spectral bin is found as
x
.
= X(:, kˆ);
kˆ = arg max
k
||x(k)|| (5.1)
where X is a matrix of length-3 vectors at each of N DFT spectral bins and
k ∈ 0, . . . , N − 1. The length-3 vector x is used to update the measured
covariance matrix of the array, R, through the temporal averaging
Rˆ[n+ 1] = WavRˆ[n] + (1−Wav)xxH (5.2)
where n is each time interval corresponding to a block of collected data
and Wav is a parameter to window the averages. The covariance estimate
may be used to form the noise-only subspace, UˆN , from which the multiple
signal classification (MuSiC) algorithm can be used to estimate the direction-
of-arrival [39]. The algorithm estimates direction-of-arrival by finding the
steering vector of the calibration, ~a(φi), that maximizes
1
|~a(φi)HUˆNUˆHN~a(φi)|
(5.3)
and declaring the corresponding value φi to be the direction-of-arrival of the
source [39]. Alternately, Rˆmay be inverted to produce the minimum-variance
distortionless response (MVDR) direction-of-arrival estimate by finding the
steering vector that maximizes [54]
1
|~a(φi)HRˆ−1~a(φi)|
(5.4)
For high-SNR applications, where direction-finding is limited by the array’s
response, rather than noise, the two solutions are equivalent.
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Figure 5.3: Measured array manifold in the azimuthal plane at 420 MHz,
with magnitude (top) and phase (bottom)
5.2 Array Calibration Results
Measurements were taken in the Illinois Wireless Wind Tunnel, an electro-
magnetic anechoic chamber at the University of Illinois. Array calibration
within the chamber provides a set of steering vectors from which the array
configuration can be quickly assessed, as discussed in Section 5.1.2. The
chamber is rated as anechoic down to 2 GHz, but since we measure no signif-
icant front-to-back images, it is sufficiently anechoic for this proof-of-concept
study.
For this test, the transmitted signal is sent from a 420 MHz vertically-
oriented half-wavelength dipole. Both the transmit and receive array el-
ements are therefore aligned to this source polarization. Calibration was
performed as specified in the previous section. At each frequency, three
calibrations were recorded and averaged to minimize inaccuracies in the me-
chanical steering of the array. A sample calibration at the design frequency
of 420 MHz is shown in Figure 5.3.
Since the antennas are well-balanced and the cables are choked properly
at this frequency, the patterns of the elements are close to ideal. The mag-
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Figure 5.4: Measured array manifold in the azimuthal plane at 430 MHz,
with magnitude (top) and phase (bottom)
nitude of received power from the dipole is constant within a few dB, and
each of the loops has two nulls, spaced approximately 180◦. Additionally,
as the loops transition through a null, there are 180-degree jumps in the
received phase. At frequencies away from the baluns’ operational peak, the
array manifold begins to degrade. Figure 5.4 presents calibration data taken
at 430 MHz. At 430 MHz, the common mode reception noticeably distorts
the radiation patterns. The measured patterns retain enough of their shape
for usable direction-of-arrival estimation, but at 440 MHz, shown in Figure
5.5, the patterns are distorted to the point where there is a significant am-
biguity between 180◦ and 75◦. At 440 MHz, 20 MHz away from the design
frequency, the amplitude response is significantly distorted from the response
of Figure 5.3. At 440 MHz, the response is altered enough to result in signif-
icant ambiguities for direction-finding. A similar effect occurs at frequencies
below the center frequency. With the current configuration, a bandwidth of
20 to 40 MHz of ambiguity-free direction-finding capability is expected. This
bandwidth is limited by the frequency range over which the elements can be
adequately choked. Future iterations of this array will be integrated on plat-
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Figure 5.5: Measured array manifold in the azimuthal plane at 440 MHz,
with magnitude (top) and phase (bottom)
form, alleviating limitations caused by unmanaged common mode current.
The small size of the antenna elements implies that their radiation pat-
terns will not have any rapid angular variation. Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theoretics applied to the variations of the measured array manifold (again,
see Figure 5.3) support a sampling interval as large as 50◦ without loss of
accuracy. At frequencies where the choke provides less common mode rejec-
tion, the resultant distortion to the radiation pattern can increase the rate
of angular pattern variation, requiring tighter calibration angles.
Figure 5.6 is a plot of the angular spectral density of the steering vectors
from a calibration at 420 MHz. It is clear from the figure that all of the
information on these radiation patterns is contained within 0.01 deg−1. This
narrow angular spectrum implies that by sampling calibration points at any
rate higher than 0.02 samples/deg (one sample every 50◦), there is very little
loss of information, which is a direct result of the small array elements having
very simple patterns with no rapid angular change. The narrow spectrum
also verifies that samples taken at five-degree increments used in this test are
more than sufficient to describe the behavior of this array.
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Figure 5.6: Angular spectral density of calibration data
5.2.1 Ambiguity
The ambiguity function for the present array has been plotted as a surface
in Figure 5.7. The figure demonstrates a reasonable level of rejection of
out-of-angle directions with no grating lobes, suggesting that the array is
functioning as intended. At the design frequency of 420 MHz, there are no
type-I ambiguities, and the main peak of the ambiguity plot stays narrow.
Therefore, at this frequency, the array is capable of ambiguity-free direction-
of-arrival estimation for any angle.
5.3 Direction-finding Results
In the anechoic chamber, post-calibration measurements were collected and
used to produce real-time estimates of the source direction-of-arrival at five-
degree increments through the full 360-degree range. At each look angle, a
single block measurement of 512 samples was taken (5.12 milliseconds of the
narrowband source recorded) and used to produce the dominant-bin data x.
This data was used to estimate the covariance matrix Rˆ according to Equa-
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Figure 5.7: Ambiguity of measured array manifold at 420 MHz
tion (5.2) with Wav = 0 (no temporal averaging was needed in the high-SNR
scenario). Figure 5.8 shows the estimated angle from the MuSiC algorithm
plotted against the true angle-of-arrival for sources at and away from the cal-
ibrated frequency (420 MHz). The trend is very nearly linear, especially at
420 MHz, where the cable chokes are most effectively rejecting the common
mode reception from the cable. The difference between the estimated and
correct angle is shown in Figure 5.9. Additionally, lines marking the maxi-
mum deviation in each direction at 420 MHz are shown. This plot shows that
the estimated error is substantially worse as the frequency deviates from 420
MHz. At 420 MHz, the maximum deviation is 7◦, and the standard deviation
of estimates is only 2.2◦.
5.4 Outdoor Measurement
To verify the performance of this array in a less controlled environment, and
with nearby scatterers, the array was measured at an offsite outdoor range.
Calibration was taken every 15◦, as measured by a turntable on top of the
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Figure 5.8: Estimated angle-of-arrival using the MuSiC algorithm
Figure 5.9: Error in estimated angle-of-arrival using the MuSiC algorithm
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Figure 5.10: Measurement fixture for outdoor validation
measurement fixture shown in Figure 5.10.
Outdoor testing allows for direction-of-arrival testing in a range of noise
levels. The results further establish the robustness of this system to a variety
of environments. For complete functionality of this new type of direction-
of-arrival estimation array to be verified, testing in outdoor environments is
very important. Outdoor measurement of this array demonstrates environ-
mental effects on the quality of estimation available. Outdoor testing also
enables analysis of the effects of nearby scatterers. Scatterers can create im-
ages or change array impedance parameters. These tests verify the effects of
environmental scatterers, such as tall grass and vegetation, as well as scat-
terers associated with array packaging. With well-choked antennas, mutual
coupling and scattering effects tend to be quite small.
Initially, the source distance was set to 18 feet. This distance is the same
as the measurements taken in the anechoic chamber. This setup is shown in
Figure 5.11 The manifold shows good null depth and placement. Each of the
loops has nulls correctly placed at ±90◦ for loop #1 and at 0◦ and 180◦ for
loop 2, as shown in the array manifold in Figure 5.12. The nulls are also at
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Figure 5.11: Experimental setup for test 1 at 18 feet
least 10 dB deep for both elements.
Using the method from Section 5.1.2, direction-of-arrival measurements
were taken in the outdoor environment. The estimated direction-of-arrival
for three trials is shown in Figure 5.13. The error in these measurements
is plotted in Figure 5.14. The measurements show that this array tracks
the target closely. There is one outlying point in trial #2 at 50◦ where the
estimate is off by 20◦, but besides that, the estimates are all within ±10◦.
Further testing was taken at a distance of 100 feet, shown in Figure 5.15.
There is some noticeable drift in the direction-of-arrival estimates because
the effects of local scatterers become more significant due to the significantly
lower received power. The measured array manifold for the 100-feet tests is
shown in Figure 5.16. Although many of the desired features are present,
there are some noticeable flaws in this manifold. The positions and depths
of the nulls are not as close to ideal as in the tests from 18 feet. Loop
#2 is especially deviant from the desired patterns. It does not have an
apparent null at 0◦, and the null at 180◦ is less pronounced. The estimated
direction-of-arrival versus source angle is plotted in Figure 5.17. The error in
estimated direction-of-arrival is plotted in Figure 5.18. At 100 feet, the array
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Figure 5.12: Measure array manifold for test 1 at 18 feet
Figure 5.13: Estimated direction-of-arrival for test 1 at 18 feet
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Figure 5.14: Error in direction-of-arrival estimates for test 1 at 18 feet
Figure 5.15: Experimental setup for test 2 at 100 feet
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Figure 5.16: Measure array manifold for test 2 at 100 feet
Figure 5.17: Estimated direction-of-arrival for test 2 at 100 feet
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Figure 5.18: Error in direction-of-arrival estimates for test 2 at 100 feet
has significantly reduced direction finding performance. The worst-case error
is now 80◦ at a source angle of 50◦.
5.5 Co-located Array with Embedded Ferrite Chokes
The largest component of the previously designed array is the balun necessary
for balancing the antenna current. Another method for providing the high
necessary common mode choking impedance is to use a ferrite cable choke.
Ferrite chokes can provide a high reactance to the cable currents over a
larger bandwidth than the resonant chokes used in Chapter 5. However,
they cannot provide as high an impedance as the resonant chokes at their
peak. Therefore, for these to be usable in this application, the antennas
must be better matched, to maintain high CMRR. An array of much lower
impedance elements was designed for this functionality.
This array, shown in Figure 5.19, is tuned to the same values as the
self-resonant array in Section 4.2. Due to the very low impedance at 380
MHz, as shown for the dipole in Figure 5.21 and for the loop in Figure 5.22,
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Figure 5.19: An electrically small, three-element co-located
direction-finding array with integrated ferrite chokes
it is possible to choke this array with ferrite chokes. The chokes here are
the same Fair-Rite #61 material chokes used in Chapter 2. The chokes are
housed inside the wiﬄe ball which provides support for the loop elements.
As a result, the largest dimension of this array is 0.15λ. Using the differential
measurement [35] method of Section 2.5, the impedance of the elements was
measured. The measurements setup for the dipole using this method is shown
in Figure 5.20. The impedance of the helical dipole element, measured using
the differential impedance measurement technique, is shown in Figure 5.21.
Similarly, measured impedance for the loop is shown in Figure 5.22.
The array manifold for this array is plotted in Figure 5.23. This array can
achieve completely unambiguous direction-of-arrival estimates, as indicated
by the ambiguity plot in Figure 5.24.
A sweep of the ambiguity of this array from 350 to 420 MHz is given in
Appendix B. It is notable that there is a significant reduction in accuracy
around φ = 0◦. This is physical scattering due to the feed cables for the
three elements, which are physically located from about φ = −15◦ to 15◦.
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Figure 5.20: Differential impedance measurement setup for a coiled dipole
element
Figure 5.21: Measured impedance for a coiled dipole element used in the
co-located array
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Figure 5.22: Measured in situ impedance for a multi-turn loop element used
in the co-located array
Figure 5.23: Measured radiation pattern for the co-located array at 380
MHz
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Figure 5.24: Ambiguity of the wiﬄe ball array at 380 MHz.
5.6 Summary
The success of this small direction-finding system opens up a broad range of
target-tracking applications including, for example, covert surveillance and
sensing, detection for cognitive radio, adaptive beamforming, and wireless
communication. Due to the narrowband nature of the chokes used in this
array, and the high reactance of the antenna elements, accurate direction-
finding can only be accomplished over a narrow bandwidth with the current
array topology.
Measurements are presented for a self-resonant array with the baluns
contained within the antenna structure. In this case, the major bandwidth
restriction comes from the antenna elements rather than the baluns. To
retain balance in the current distribution on the antennas, the antennas must
have low impedance, as discussed in Chapter 2. Outside of a narrow range,
about 20 MHz (from 380-390 MHz) as indicated in the plots in Appendix
A, the impedance becomes too high for the ferrites to adequately choke
the cable current. The patterns no longer carry the features indicative of
repeatable radiation pattern measurements necessary for reliable direction-of-
arrival estimation. At the design frequency, this array exhibits ambiguity-free
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direction-finding capability, although the accuracy is degraded near φ = 0◦
due to the feed cables. The ambiguity plots at the rest of the measured
frequencies in Appendix B are qualitatively similar to that of the design
frequency. However, they may not be indicative of a usable direction finding
array, as the patterns indicate that there may be significant common mode
reception at these frequencies.
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CHAPTER 6
PLANAR AND DIRECTLY AMPLIFIED
DIRECTION-OF-ARRIVAL ARRAYS
Upon the creation of a planar array, it is beneficial to simplify the feed-
ing structure. In the case of these small direction-finding arrays, impedance
matching is of secondary concern when compared to the resultant radiation
patterns of the antennas. By taking advantage of a high-CMRR amplifier,
it is possible to adequately balance the antenna without a dedicated choke.
Using this method, signals over a large bandwidth can be measured differen-
tially from a very compact package size.
6.1 Planar Array
With two loops and a dipole in the configuration from previous chapters,
direction-of-arrival can be calculated for θ-polarized signals. All three ele-
ments can pick up the same polarization with radiation patterns that have
nulls in orthogonal directions. Using the dual to this geometry, a φ-polarization
direction-finding array triad can be created. The initial design consists of two
18 cm long dipoles spaced 3 cm from the edge of a square loop measuring 12
cm to a side. This design is electrically large, as a proof-of-concept of the
planar array. The same 420 MHz baluns from Chapter 5 are used to choke
the cables. A fabricated model of a φ-polarization array is shown in Figure
6.1.
This geometry was simulated in HFSS [32]. The simulated array manifold
for this array is shown in Figure 6.2. Due to the coplanar structure of this
array, the scattering off other elements is higher than in the θ-polarized array.
In measurement, the effect is more pronounced, as shown in Figure 6.3.
Similarly to the previous θ-polarized arrays, these patterns demonstrate the
required orthogonal nulls necessary for this direction-finding scheme. This
basic layout serves as the basis for the amplified arrays of this chapter.
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Figure 6.1: Planar φ-polarized array
6.2 Amplifier Circuit Design
The amplifier selected for this set of tests is the National Instruments LMH6552
[55]. The data sheet specifies 1.5 GHz small signal bandwidth. The plot of
gain, shown in Figure 6.4, shows the achievable gain rolling off around 1 GHz.
It provides a specified CMRR of at least 80 dB (measured at DC). The cir-
cuit design is governed by the required bias conditions for the amplifier and
is shown in Figure 6.5. The feedback resistor, RF , must be between 270 and
390 Ω. The gain is set by the first resistor, RG. The common mode voltage
pin, Vcm is set to zero volts by shorting it to ground. An output resistor,
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Figure 6.2: Simulated array manifold for the planar array
Figure 6.3: Measured array manifold for the planar array
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Figure 6.4: Amplifier gain from the LMH6552 data sheet [55]
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Figure 6.5: Circuit layout for the LMH6552
RO, while not required for amplifier operation, is recommended when driv-
ing capacitive loads, such as analog-digital converters. The bias voltages,
VCM , V+ and V−, are set to 0 V, +2.5 V, and -2.5 V respectively. These
bias voltage levels have little effect on the circuit response, unless the am-
plified signal is close to saturating. There is little change in the response,
provided that VCM is halfway between V+ and V−. Dielectric Laboratories
C06BL851X-1UN-X0T 850 pF blocking capacitors are used [56] were used as
bypass capacitors between the DC bias points and ground to choke the RF
signal from the DC bias lines.
6.3 Full-wave Array Simulation
An array of elements for test was simulated in HFSS. The geometry is shown
in Figure 6.6 Two 12 cm dipoles and a loop measuring 6 cm to a side were
chosen because they have a shared bandwidth below 600 MHz, where they
are both subresonant and below 500 Ω impedance magnitude, as shown in
the impedance plots of the elements in Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b).
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Figure 6.6: HFSS model of the amplified antenna array, where yellow is the
top plane and blue is the ground plane
The elements are spaced 5 cm apart, as this was found to ensure that the
mutual impedance of the elements remained very low so that the patterns
are minimally perturbed. The gain of the elements at 400 MHz is shown
in Figure 6.8. At this frequency, the dipoles are 0.16λ long and the loop is
0.08λ to a side. The largest dimension of the array is 22.2, cm which is 0.30λ
at 400 MHz. The element patterns are unaffected by coupling until about 1
GHz. A frequency sweep of radiation patterns is given in Appendix C.
6.4 Circuit Simulation
The amplifier was simulated in Agilent ADS using a manufacturer-supplied
Spice model. In the simulation, the antenna is modeled as a series RLC
circuit in the case of the dipole, with RLC values given in Table 6.1 and a
parallel RLC circuit for the loop, with RLC values given in Table 6.3 (on
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(a) Dipoles (b) Loop
Figure 6.7: Simulated impedance for the elements of the amplified
direction-finding array
Table 6.1: Series RLC model parameters corresponding to a 12 cm blade
dipole on Duroid 5880
Lant Cant Rant fres
0.29 nH 7.5 pF 4Ω 1.08 GHz
p. 88). Parameters are found by matching values to the impedances found
in the full-wave simulation. The ADS model for the amplified dipole circuit
is shown in Figure 6.9. The input impedance for the differential mode is a
simple RLC model for a short dipole.
Using this simple dipole model as the differential input impedance pre-
sented to the antenna, along with the parameters of input and feedback re-
sistors in Table 6.2, RG and RF , the common and differential gain response
shown in Figure 6.10 is attained. Similarly, the response of a small loop with
the amplifier circuit is simulated with the equivalent RLC values shown in
Table 6.3, resulting in the gain response shown in Figure 6.11 In both cases,
this circuit displays adequate gain and very high CMRR, as demonstrated in
Figures 6.10 and 6.11. Due to the high mismatch between the very reactive
antenna impedance and the amplifier, the circuit has negative gain, despite
the voltage gain of 3 of the amplifier portion of the circuit.
Table 6.2: Balanced amplifier parameter values
Vcm Vdm RG RF RO
0 V 1 V 100 Ω 300 Ω 50 Ω
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Figure 6.8: Simulated radiation patterns for the amplified direction-finding
array at 400 MHz
6.5 Amplified 12 cm Dipole Measurements
The proof-of-concept single-element amplified circuit was tested on a high
capacitance 12 cm dipole. For a 12 cm element, ka = 0.5 at 400 MHz. The
circuit parameters are shown in Table 6.4. The antenna, shown in Figure
6.12, is fed from a single port from the negative output terminal to ground.
The other terminal is shorted, but the R0 resistor is 100 Ω instead of 50 Ω
in order to maintain the 100 Ω total impedance seen at both of the amplifier
output terminals. This is not the ideal way of measuring this circuit, because
it is intended to feed another differential circuit, but this method provides
compatibility with the equipment available. There is a 3 dB loss in all of the
measurements because they only represent the voltage between the negative
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Figure 6.9: ADS model of the amplifier and dipole antenna
Figure 6.10: Differential and common mode gain from the ADS model of
the amplifier and dipole antenna, including mismatch
Table 6.3: Parallel RLC model parameters corresponding to a 6 cm per side
square planar loop antenna on Duroid 5880
Lant Cant Rant fres
0.12 nH 0.54 pF 1210Ω 0.62 GHz
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Figure 6.11: Differential and common mode gain from the ADS model of
the amplifier and loop antenna, including mismatch
Table 6.4: Resistor configuration for the amplified 12 cm dipole element
RG RF RO Cbypass
100 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
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Figure 6.12: A dipole antenna with integrated amplifier
terminal and ground. The measured radiation patterns for this element from
200 to 600 MHz are shown in Figure 6.13.
These patterns show that all the radiation patterns for this element have
two strong nulls near ±90◦ as desired. There is deviation from ideal in the
measured response in the form of angular deviation in the null positions.
Much of the effect was found to be due to radiation from the DC bias lines.
For all future measurements, these lines were choked with type-61 ferrites to
mitigate this effect.
6.6 Amplified Direction-Finding Array Measurements
Using the component values of Table 6.5, a three element planar direction-
of-arrival array was constructed with the dimensions of the array shown in
Figure 6.6. The fabricated array is shown in Figure 6.14.
Table 6.5: Resistor configuration for the amplified direction-of-arrival array
Element RG RF RO Cbypass
Dipole 124 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
Loop 50 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
The array manifold from this array at 300 MHz is shown in Figure 6.15.
The manifold from 200 to 500 MHz by 20 MHz increments is given in Ap-
pendix D. The ambiguity plots for each of these frequencies are given in
Appendix E. This amplified array gives very repeatable, unambiguous ar-
ray manifolds. Due to the fixed structure of this array, relative patterns are
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Figure 6.13: Measured radiation patterns for a 12 cm dipole fed by a
differential amplifier
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Figure 6.14: A planar direction-finding array with integrated amplifiers
consistent and do not depend on the relative deviations in orientation, as in
the array of Figure 5.1. This array also consistently gives the deepest null
depths of all the arrays presented. Null depths of 20 to 30 dB are typical, as
shown in Figure 6.15. There is very little deviation in the null location from
the expected positions.
At several frequencies in the 400 to 500 MHz range, the loop element
forms one or two deep nulls, due to scattering from the dipole elements.
However, the magnitude response of the loop element is far less important
than its phase. The loop element only needs to serve as a phase reference for
the dipoles in order to differentiate front-to-back ambiguities. As a result,
for unambiguous measurements, all that is required is that the loop’s phase
response stays within a 180◦ range.
To further mitigate common-mode reception and scattering from the ca-
bles, the array was powered by two 3.6 V lithium batteries and a #61 ferrite
choke was used on the feed cable as shown in Figure 6.16. There is little
change in the measured patterns using this setup, but it does simplify the
process, as an external power supply is not necessary. For comparison, the
array manifold measured from the minus terminal of this array is shown in
Figure 6.17. A full frequency sweep of this array’s patterns is shown in Ap-
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Figure 6.15: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 300 MHz
pendix F, measured from the plus terminal, and Appendix G, measured from
the minus terminal.
6.7 Unambiguous Bandwidth
To quantify direction-finding performance as a function of bandwidth, a new
metric, unambiguous bandwidth, is introduced. Unambiguous bandwidth is
defined as the bandwidth where an array’s ambiguity function is under 0.9
for every angle outside 500 degrees from the true angle. By this definition,
the amplified array has an unambiguous bandwidth from 340 MHz to 420
MHz. The frequency profiles of the amplified array from Section 6.6, wiﬄe
ball array from Section 5.5, and bazooka balun array from Section 5.1 are
compared in terms of this metric in Figure 6.18. It is important to note
that the unambiguous bandwidth metric is a worst-case scenario, and is
not indicative of direction-finding accuracy for most angles. It does serve
to demonstrate the approximate operational bandwidth for each direction-
finding array.
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Figure 6.16: Battery-powered, amplified direction-finding array
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Figure 6.17: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 300 MHz
Figure 6.18: Battery-powered, amplified direction-finding array
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6.8 Summary
This chapter presents designs of planar and directly amplified direction-
finding arrays. The planar array is capable of ambiguity-free direction finding
of incident φ-polarized signals. Increased scattering from the dipole elements
causes a less uniform magnitude response than in arrays with a dipole as a
phase reference.
The planar geometry was also used to create arrays whose balanced con-
dition is enforced by high-CMRR amplifiers. High-CMRR amplifiers provide
a very repeatable, unambiguous array response over a very large bandwidth,
much wider than with resonant chokes or ferrites. This method also bene-
fits from dramatically increased null depth and position compared with past
methods, at the expense of necessary active circuitry and a power source.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
7.1 Summary
Amplitude-based direction-finding systems offer much promise due to the re-
moval of the limitation of a necessary phase separation. This work shows
examples of electrically small direction finding arrays based around ampli-
tude measurements. It also shows several limitations of these systems. Un-
matched electrically small antennas exhibit much lower mutual coupling than
larger ones due to their much higher reactance. This fact is especially en-
abling for electrically small direction finding arrays. Additionally, it shows
that if the antennas are properly choked and balanced, very repeatable, pre-
dictable radiation patterns are expected. These radiation patterns can be
tailored via rotation to suit the purpose of a direction finding array which
primarily leverages amplitude rather than phase measurements. Elements
which provide orthogonal sinusoidal radiation patterns provide unambiguous
direction-finding capability.
Practical limits on the performance of this type of array are also shown.
There are two types of limits on these arrays. First, limits on bandwidth
and CMRR from the common mode choke limit the bandwidth over which
repeatable radiation pattern measurements can be taken. Second, the pattern
and efficiency of the antenna limit the direction-finding resolution that is
available when the antenna is well choked. When externally noise limited, the
primary determining factors on direction-of-arrival estimation capability in
these arrays are the depth of the nulls (radiation pattern diversity), position
of the nulls, and the efficiency.
Fundamentally, there are two kinds of limitations on system performance.
The most important limitation is the array feed. Due to the very narrow-
band balun designs available, the range which gives repeatable direction find-
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ing results is also very narrowband. Ferrite chokes provide a lower choking
impedance for a wider bandwidth, but the patterns are only repeatable when
the choke impedance is much greater than the antenna impedance. Other-
wise, the cable reception tends to dominate. An active scheme to balance the
antennas can provide much greater bandwidth while maintaining radiation
patterns indicative of well-balanced antennas.
The other notable limitation of these systems is the quality of the radi-
ation pattern in terms of null depth, null placement, and phase response.
Because these systems are based around amplitude detection, distinct and
angularly-diverse patterns are necessary. The depth of the nulls in each pat-
tern as well as efficiency are key determining factors in the direction-finding
capability of these arrays. The null depth and efficiency are tied to the first
limitation, as the first distortion in the pattern with decreased CMRR is
null depth. An explicit calculation relating the CRB to array parameters
is described in Section 4.5. The apparently incongruous nature between the
limits on bandwidth and pattern diversity lead to an available tradeoff space.
Bandwidth can be attained at the cost of accuracy. This can be accomplished
through better matching of the array, leading to decreased pattern definition.
These limitations are minor for many situations. There is potentially
a large class of portable direction-finding systems available for size-limited
packages. These arrays are especially interesting for portable applications,
which are impossible with conventional direction finding arrays due to their
much larger footprints. This dissertation presents a step toward realizable
vector-sensors and understanding the functionality and limitations of elec-
trically small direction finding arrays. Further work needs to be done in a
number of areas outlined in Section 7.3.
7.2 Contributions
This dissertation details the development of an amplitude-based system for
direction-of-arrival estimation for portable UHF military applications. This
section is an overview of the areas in which this project has made advances.
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7.2.1 Vector Sensor Inspired Direction-of-Arrival Array
Using small, co-located antenna arrays enables similar functionality to larger
sensors while maintaining a much smaller footprint. With six elements mea-
suring the Cartesian components of the electric and magnetic field of an inci-
dent signal, it is possible to attain complete, unambiguous direction-of-arrival
and polarization information with little to no phase difference between the
elements. Use of electrically small antenna elements causes some limitations
for these arrays when compared to the ideal vector-sensor case.
7.2.2 Electrically Small Antenna Measurement
Robust measurements of electrically small antennas rely on properly choking
the antennas. Understanding the practical tradeoffs available when using
electrically small antennas allows for repeatable amplitude measurements.
Repeatable pattern measurements are crucial to reliable direction-of-arrival
estimations from arrays that leverage magnitude measurement as the primary
basis for estimation.
7.2.3 Balun-Choke Characterization
When measuring small antennas, if the current on the cable is left unmit-
igated, the received signal from the array can be swamped by the signal
received via the cable current. Understanding how chokes can reduce com-
mon mode reception is very important to measurement of electrically small
antennas, especially when the received amplitude is important to success-
ful direction-of-arrival estimation. Understanding the operation of the choke
leads to practical limitations on the bandwidth over which direction-of-arrival
can be accurately estimated.
7.2.4 Complete Direction-of-Arrival Estimation Solution
Integrating the antenna array with a receiver and a superresolution algo-
rithm, such as MuSiC, allows for a complete direction-of-arrival solution.
Matching the algorithm to the antenna array is accomplished by performing
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relative measurements of amplitude and phase of the antenna elements to
minimize potential negative effects due to mutual coupling.
7.2.5 Planar Array Development
Further expanding the functionality of this array mentality, other prototype
arrays have been developed for estimation of signals other than vertically po-
larized signals from the azimuth. The first of these arrays is a three-element
coplanar array for direction-of-arrival estimation of φ-polarized incident sig-
nals in the azimuthal plane.
7.2.6 Amplified Array Design
An alternative to common mode chokes for providing repeatable, unambigu-
ous radiation patterns are high-CMRR differential amplifiers. This work
presents the development of a differential amplifier-fed array, which provides
increased reliability and null depth from the passive arrays presented here.
7.2.7 Signal and Noise Environment Characterization
Paramount to designing these small arrays is tailoring the design to the
environment in which it will be used. In an externally-noise-limited system,
it is impractical to impedance match the antenna elements, because it will
give little SNR enhancement. Therefore, a complete system model, including
the effects of various noise sources, coupling, and directional responses, is
crucial to optimizing array performance. Additionally, a complete signal
model enables understanding of the tradeoffs in performance available for
small direction-finding arrays in terms of physical array parameters such as
element size, spacing, type, and feed parameters.
7.3 Future Work
The work presented here led to many new, interesting avenues for continued
research. This section discusses areas in which more research is underway.
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7.3.1 Co-located Dual Polarization Array
The most important next step is to implement the complete six-element
co-located direction finding array. Radiation patterns need to be analyzed
including the coupling between dipole and loop elements. This coupling will
be more significant than the coupling between elements in the subarrays,
because the elements are no longer completely orthogonal to all the other
elements in the array. Because the elements are still very small, the coupling
should not be detrimental to direction finding. Initial work towards the dual-
polarization array is given in Appendix H.
Additionally, a self-resonant or reduced reactance array can be adequately
choked with ferrite beads, eliminating the need for large sleeve-baluns. Al-
though making the elements self-resonant complicates the array due to in-
creased interelement coupling, the small size of ferrite chokes is enticing for
its reduction of overall system size.
7.3.2 Bandwidth Extension
In order to utilize the functionality of the wideband sensors from Chapter
6, the direction-finding algorithm will be modified for use with broadband
sources, thus taking full advantage of its capabilities in resolving ambiguity
and increasing accuracy [21]. By processing information across frequency,
we will be able to take advantage of the sparsity of the sources in each
domain to identify greater numbers of sources. By integrating information
across time, we will be able to make improved direction-of-arrival estimates
of intermittent or bursty sources.
7.3.3 Multiple-Signal Balun
Also important to a small direction-finding system is that the feed mecha-
nism is also small. Without a multiple-signal balun, six separate baluns are
required for the dual polarization co-located array. As the balun is already
larger than the array itself, using six baluns is size-prohibitive. An initial
prototype, shown in Figure 7.1, was found not to have sufficient choking
impedance in its current form. To improve the performance of this balun,
another iteration will be constructed, with significantly reduced front cable
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Figure 7.1: Initial constructed multiple-signal balun
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length. Additionally, the ratio of sleeve radius to cable radius will be in-
creased. In the first fabricated model, the ratio was only 2:1. The ARRL
handbook [57] recommends a 4:1 ratio of outer to inner conductor radii to
ensure a large choking impedance. These changes should drastically improve
the balancing and choking capability of this balun. After the performance of
the redesigned three-element balun is verified to be adequate, a six-element
design will be created to feed the complete six-element co-located array.
7.3.4 Further Ground Plane and Scatterer Testing
Paramount to a practical direction-finding system is its robustness when pre-
sented with a dramatically changing environment due to nearby scatterers.
If the array is made handheld or vehicle-mounted, the resultant array mani-
fold could change quickly and drastically if the array is moved or presented
with a very different environment. Much further work is needed in classifying
and characterizing different types of situations involving scatterers, especially
those involving nearby people and large metal objects. Additionally, practi-
cal packaging needs to be developed and characterized. Initial results show
that not only is the array resilient to proximate scatterers, but that nearby
scatterers can be analyzed and compensated for using a simple impedance
measurement.
7.3.5 On-Site Quick Calibration System
A practical, in-field direction finding array will not have the luxury of running
a full calibration sweep for unknown environments. As a result, a quick, on-
site calibration procedure is needed. This will involve taking a predetermined,
“close-to-correct” calibration and storing it in system memory. Then, only
a few measurements are taken in-field to augment the stored data. Due to
the simple, predictable nature of the patterns from these elements, system
resolution is not expected to be severely degraded. Section 5.2 has shown
that samples can be taken as sparsely as 50◦ without loss of accuracy.
Reliability tests will need to be conducted to show what happens in outly-
ing scenarios during the quick calibration. For instance, if a scatterer (such as
a portable direction finding unit operator) is nearby when the automatic cal-
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ibration is performed, the resultant array manifold still needs to be accurate.
Additionally, effects of “filling in the gaps” with quick calibration procedures
need to be quantified to determine their effect on direction-of-arrival results.
By use of active test measurements with the array as both transmitter
and receiver, perturbation effects of nearby scatterers and lossy media can
be characterized. By monitoring changes in the array response, informa-
tion about local surroundings can be established to generate a perturbation
function and new effective manifold.
7.3.6 Integrated ADC and microcontroller
Expanding on the directly amplified antenna structure, a high-speed ADC,
such as the National Semiconductor ADC14DS105, can be attached to the
amplifier along with a microcontroller to create a complete direction-finding
solution on a compact board. as shown in Figure 7.2. The limiting factor on
Figure 7.2: Block diagram of the complete integrated direction-of-arrival
circuit
frequency capability is the sample rate of the ADC. This ADC nearly doubles
the sample rate of the currently used National Instruments PCI 5105.
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APPENDIX A
FREQUENCY SWEEP OF THE WIFFLE
BALL ARRAY PATTERNS
This appendix presents a frequency sweep of the measured array manifold
for the array presented in Section 5.5. The sweep is from 350 to 420 MHz at
10 MHz increments.
Figure A.1: An electrically small, three-element co-located direction finding
array with integrated ferrite chokes
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Figure A.2: Measured array manifold for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 350 MHz
Figure A.3: Measured array manifold for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 360 MHz
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Figure A.4: Measured array manifold for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 370 MHz
Figure A.5: Measured array manifold for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 380 MHz
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Figure A.6: Measured array manifold for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 390 MHz
Figure A.7: Measured array manifold for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 400 MHz
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Figure A.8: Measured array manifold for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 410 MHz
Figure A.9: Measured array manifold for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 420 MHz
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APPENDIX B
AMBIGUITY PLOTS OF THE WIFFLE
BALL ARRAY
This appendix presents a frequency sweep of the ambiguity, computed from
the measured array manifold for the array presented in Section 5.5. The
sweep is from 350 to 420 MHz at 10 MHz increments.
Figure B.1: Measured ambiguity for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 350 MHz
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Figure B.2: Measured ambiguity for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 360 MHz
Figure B.3: Measured ambiguity for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 370 MHz
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Figure B.4: Measured ambiguity for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 380 MHz
Figure B.5: Measured ambiguity for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 390 MHz
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Figure B.6: Measured ambiguity for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 400 MHz
Figure B.7: Measured ambiguity for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 410 MHz
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Figure B.8: Measured ambiguity for the wiﬄe ball co-located direction
finding array at 420 MHz
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APPENDIX C
SIMULATED ELEMENT IMPEDANCES
AND RADIATION PATTERNS OF THE
AMPLIFIED ANTENNA ARRAY
This appendix presents a simulations of the amplified array presented in
Section 6.6. Both element impedance and radiation pattern simulations are
presented.
Figure C.1: HFSS model of the amplified antenna array
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Figure C.2: Simulated impedance for the dipole elements of the amplified
direction-finding array
Figure C.3: Simulated impedance for the loop element of the amplified
direction-finding array
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Figure C.4: Simulated radiation patterns for the amplified direction-finding
array at 200 MHz
Figure C.5: Simulated radiation patterns for the amplified direction-finding
array at 400 MHz
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Figure C.6: Simulated radiation patterns for the amplified direction-finding
array at 600 MHz
Figure C.7: Simulated radiation patterns for the amplified direction-finding
array at 800 MHz
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Figure C.8: Simulated radiation patterns for the amplified direction-finding
array at 1000 MHz
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APPENDIX D
FREQUENCY SWEEP OF THE
AMPLIFIED ARRAY RESPONSE
This appendix presents a frequency sweep of the measured array manifold
for the array presented in Section 6.6. The sweep is from 200 to 500 MHz at
20 MHz increments.
Table D.1: Resistor configuration for the amplifier presented in this
appendix
Element RG RF RO Cblock
Dipole 124 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
Loop 50 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
Figure D.1: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 200 MHz
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Figure D.2: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 220 MHz
Figure D.3: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 240 MHz
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Figure D.4: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 260 MHz
Figure D.5: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 280 MHz
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Figure D.6: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 300 MHz
Figure D.7: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 320 MHz
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Figure D.8: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 340 MHz
Figure D.9: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 360 MHz
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Figure D.10: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 380 MHz
Figure D.11: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 400 MHz
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Figure D.12: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 420 MHz
Figure D.13: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 440 MHz
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Figure D.14: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 460 MHz
Figure D.15: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 480 MHz
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Figure D.16: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 500 MHz
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APPENDIX E
AMBIGUITY PLOTS OF THE AMPLIFIED
ARRAY RESPONSE
This appendix presents a frequency sweep of the ambiguity, computed from
the measured array manifold for the array presented in Section 6.6. The
sweep is from 200 to 500 MHz at 20 MHz increments.
Table E.1: Resistor configuration for the amplifier presented in this
appendix
Element Rg Rf Ro Cblock
Dipole 124 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
Loop 50 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
Figure E.1: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 200 MHz
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Figure E.2: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 220 MHz
Figure E.3: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 240 MHz
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Figure E.4: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 260 MHz
Figure E.5: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 280 MHz
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Figure E.6: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 300 MHz
Figure E.7: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 320 MHz
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Figure E.8: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 340 MHz
Figure E.9: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 360 MHz
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Figure E.10: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 380 MHz
Figure E.11: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 400 MHz
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Figure E.12: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 420 MHz
Figure E.13: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 440 MHz
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Figure E.14: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 460 MHz
Figure E.15: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 480 MHz
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Figure E.16: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 500 MHz
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APPENDIX F
FREQUENCY SWEEP OF THE
BATTERY-POWERED AMPLIFIED
ARRAY MEASURED FROM THE PLUS
TERMINAL
This appendix presents a frequency sweep of the measured array manifold
for the battery-powered array presented in Section 6.6. The sweep is from
200 to 500 MHz at 20 MHz increments. Here, the measurements are taken
from the plus terminal of the amplifier and the signal cable is choked using
a Fair-Rite #61 ferrite choke.
Table F.1: Resistor configuration for the amplifier presented in this
appendix
Element RG RF RO Cblock
Dipole 124 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
Loop 50 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
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Figure F.1: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 200 MHz
Figure F.2: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 220 MHz
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Figure F.3: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 240 MHz
Figure F.4: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 260 MHz
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Figure F.5: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 280 MHz
Figure F.6: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 300 MHz
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Figure F.7: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 320 MHz
Figure F.8: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 340 MHz
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Figure F.9: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 360 MHz
Figure F.10: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 380 MHz
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Figure F.11: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 400 MHz
Figure F.12: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 420 MHz
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Figure F.13: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 440 MHz
Figure F.14: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 460 MHz
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Figure F.15: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 480 MHz
Figure F.16: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 500 MHz
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APPENDIX G
FREQUENCY SWEEP OF THE
BATTERY-POWERED AMPLIFIED
ARRAY MEASURED FROM THE MINUS
TERMINAL
This appendix presents a frequency sweep of the measured array manifold
for the battery-powered array presented in Section 6.6. The sweep is from
200 to 500 MHz at 20 MHz increments. Here, the measurements are taken
from the minus terminal of the amplifier and the signal cable is choked using
a Fair-Rite #61 ferrite choke.
Table G.1: Resistor configuration for the amplifier presented in this
appendix
Element RG RF RO Cblock
Dipole 124 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
Loop 50 Ω 357 Ω 50 Ω 850 pF
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Figure G.1: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 200 MHz
Figure G.2: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 220 MHz
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Figure G.3: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 240 MHz
Figure G.4: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 260 MHz
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Figure G.5: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 280 MHz
Figure G.6: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 300 MHz
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Figure G.7: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 320 MHz
Figure G.8: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 340 MHz
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Figure G.9: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 360 MHz
Figure G.10: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 380 MHz
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Figure G.11: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 400 MHz
Figure G.12: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 420 MHz
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Figure G.13: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 440 MHz
Figure G.14: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 460 MHz
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Figure G.15: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 480 MHz
Figure G.16: Measured array manifold for the amplified direction-finding
array measured at 500 MHz
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APPENDIX H
INITIAL WORK TO A
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SENSING
DIRECTION-FINDING ARRAY
The minimum number of elements for full three-dimensional, dual-polarization
direction finding is six. These six elements correspond to three electric field
measurements and three magnetic field measurements as in the ideal vector-
sensor. Feeding a co-located array of six electrically small elements while
controlling their radiation patterns is not a trivial task. The initial design
for such an array is shown in Figure H.1. There are several advantages of this
layout. First, since all the feed points are equally spaced and on the same
side of the sphere, it is much easier to feed than theoretical vector sensors.
Additionally, by moving the dipoles to the outside of the sphere and bending
them, their impedance bandwidth is slightly improved. More importantly,
by moving the dipoles to the outside of the sphere, they are separated more,
resulting in a larger phase difference between elements.
For initial testing, this array was divided into two subarrays, a dipole triad
and a loop triad, shown in Figure H.2. The normalized radiation patterns
for one of the identical dipoles of the dipole triad are shown in Figure H.3.
The normalized radiation patterns of one of the identical loops of the
loop triad are shown in Figure H.4. It is notable that the nulls of the loop
patterns are less deep than those of the dipole. These patterns still exhibit
10 dB nulls. This lessened dynamic range will cause some degradation in
direction finding capability.
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Figure H.1: An electrically small, six-element co-located array
(a) Dipole triad (b) Loop triad
Figure H.2: Dipole triad and loop triad.
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(a) Azimuthal (b) Elevation
Figure H.3: Normalized, measured dipole triad gain, where red is
θ-polarization and blue is φ-polarization
(a) Azimuthal (b) Elevation
Figure H.4: Normalized, measured loop triad gain, where red is
θ-polarization and blue is φ-polarization
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